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Pillsbury's own restructuring proposal compared unfavor.ihly in value to 
a hostile all-cash, all-shares offer from Grand Met. To he surt·. these cases 
were expressly disapproved by the Delaware Suprt~n1t: Court in dicta in 
ParamountCommuntcattons, Inc. v. Ttme, Inc., 571 A.2<l 11·10 <Del. 1989) 
(Time-Warner), excerpted below. The most recent and significant case deal
ing with this issue, the 2011 Airgas opinion, a Mjust say no"' case. is noted 
below, following a discussion of the Delaware Supreme <:oun opinion in the 
Time-Warner case. 

4. As we have said, many institutional investors han: long been skeptical 
of poison pills. Precatory shareholder resolutions to redeem rights plans have 
for many years been among the most common subje(.·ts of Ruk l ·Ha)(8) share
holder proxy access proposals. As a gesture to investor interests. many firms 
today have allowed their pills to expire. But they have done so knowing that 
they can put a new pill in place in less than 24 hours should a hostile acquirer 
approach. 

13.4 CHOOSING A MERGER OR Buvour PARTNER: REno.,·, 
ITS SEQUfilS, AND ITS PREQUEIS 

The board's entrenchment interest can affect not onh· its take< >H·r defenses 
but also its choice of a merger or buyout partner. :\1anagt·mt·nt can obtain 
a variety of benefits in "friendly" deals, ranging from such minor things as 
a place on the surviving corporation's board, to more significant benefits 
such as consulting contracts, termination payments. and other compensation
related benefits. Traditionally, corporate law treated decisions to initiate 
merger proposals as business judgments as long as management did not have 
a conflicting ownership interest. In its third revolutionarv take< >n:'f opinion 
of the 1985-1986 season, the Delaware Supreme Coun addressed the hoard's 
fiduciary duty in arranging for the "sale" of a company. The case was Revlon, 
Inc. v. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc., 506 A.id I ""'j Oki 1986). Even 
before Revlon, however, the Delaware Supreme court signaled its concem 
about the possibility that incumbent managers might sell their company at a 
low price to a favored bidder in the remarkable case of Smith t·. i ·an Gorkom, 
488 A.2d 858 (Del. 1985). At the time it was issued. the Van Gurkom opin
ion was believed to be an aggressive articulation of the board's general duty 
of care. (Accordingly, we noted the case in Chapter 7.) In hindsight, how
ever, Van Gorkom has come to seem much more like a precursor of the 
great Delaware ~eover cases of the mid-1980s, and especially of Ret•lon. We 
reproduce portions of this very lengthy opinion be low. 

HORSEY,}.: 

SMITH v. VAN GORKOM 
488 A.2d 858 (DeL 1985) 
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This appeal from the Court of Chancery involves a class action brought 
by sh,~reholder.~ oft~~ defendant Trans Union Cotporation ("Trans Union" or 
"th~ C~mpany ), ongmally seeking rescission of a cash-out merger of Trans 
Un~o1~ u~to ... ,,a wholly-owne~ s~bsidiary of the defendant, Marmon Group, 
Inc. ( Marmon ). Alternate relief m the form of damages is sought against the 
defendant members of the Board of Directors of Trans Union .... 

. Trans Un_ion was a publicly-traded, diversified holding company, the 
pnnc1pal earrungs of which were generated by its railcar leasing business. 
During the period here involved, the Company had a cash flow of hundreds 
of millions of dollars annually. However, the Company had difficulty in gen
erating sufficient taxable income to offset increasingly large investment tax 
credits (ITCs). Accelerated depreciation deductions had decreased available 
taxable income against which to offset accumulating ITCs .... 

[At a senior management meeting on September 5, 1980, Trans Union's 
CFO and COO discussed a leveraged buyout as a solution to the ITC prob
lem.] ... They did not "come up" with a price for the Company. They merely 
"ran the numbers" [and t]heir "figures indicated that $50 would be very easy 
to do hut $60 would be very difficult to do under those figures." This work 
did not purport to establish a fair price for either the Company or 100% of the 
stock. It was intended to determine the cash flow needed to service the debt 
that would "probably" be incurred in a leveraged buy-out .... 

. . . Van Gorkom [Trans Union's CEO for more than 17 years] stated that he 
would he willing to take $55 pershareforhisown 75,000shares. [Nevertheless, 
h] e vetoed the suggestion of a leveraged buy-out by Management ... as involv
ing a potential conflict of interest for Management .... It is noteworthy in this 
connection that he was then approaching 65 years of age and mandatory 
retirement. 

For several days following the September 5 meeting, Van Gorkom pon-
dered the idea of a sale .... 

Yan Gorkom [then] decided to meet with Jay A. Pritzker, a well-known 
corporate takeover specialist and a social acqua~tance .. Howe~~r, rather 
than approaching Pritzker simply to determine his mterest m acqmnng Trans 
Union, Van Gorkom assembled a proposed per share pri~e for sale of the 
Companv and a financing structure by which to accomplish the sale. ~an 
Gorkom 'did so without consulting either his Board or any members of Se~or 

1 P Trans Union's Controller. Telling Management except one: Car eterson, 
Peterson that he wanted no other person on his st~ to know what he was 
ct · h · h llin him why van Gorkom directed Peterson to calcu-

omg, ut wit out te g ' d . e per share of $55 
late the feasibility of a leveraged buy-out at an assume. p~c d Van Gorkom, ~ 
A f h , historic stock market pnce, an 

part rom t e Company s . d . d O • d of any competent evi-
long association with Trans Uruon, the recor ts ev 1 f h C 

h e intrinsic value o t e ompany .... 
dence that $55 represented the per s ar 

. traded on the New York Stock Exchange. 
5. The common stock of Trans Uruon w;;

9 
Trans Union's stock had traded within a 

Over the five year period from 1975 through~ ~nd low range for 1980 through September 
range of a high of S39Y.i and a low of $24¥-1. Its fthe merger) was $381A-$29Y.z. 
19 (the last trading day before announcement 0 
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van Gorkom arranged a meeting with Pritzker at the latter·s home on 
Saturday, September 13, 1980. Van Gorko~ [suggested S55 per share as the 
price and how to potentially finance it. Pritzker subseq~1ently n~ade a cash 
offer for Trans Union at $55/share. The offer was to remam open tor a period 
of 90 days, during which Trans Union could accept a higher offer. But this 
"market test" was defective in the court's view.) ... 

On Friday, September 19 (1980), Van Gorkom called a special meeting 
of the Trans Union Board for noon the following day .... 

Ten directors served on the Trans Union BoanJ. five inside ... and five 
outside .... None was an investment banker or trained financial analyst. All 
members of the Board were well informed about the Company and its opera
tions as a going concern .... 

Van Gorkom began the Special Meeting of the Board with a twenty
minute oral presentation. Copies of the proposed Merger Agrt.Tmt·nt were 
delivered too late for study before or during the meeting. I k re,·iewec.l the 
Company's ITC and depreciation problems and the effons theretofore made 
to solve them. He discussed his initial meeting with Pritzker anti his motiva
tion in arranging that meeting. Van Gorkom did not disdost· to the Board, 
however, the methodology [for arriving) at the $55 figure. or ... that he first 
proposed the $55 price [to) Pritzker. 

Van Gorkom outlined the terms of the Pritzker off er as follows ... for a 
period of 90 days, Trans Union could receive, but could not actin·ly solicit, 
competing offers; the offer had to be acted on by the next evening. Sunday, 
September 21; Trans Union could only furnish to competing bidders pub
lished information, and not proprietary information; the off er wa., subject to 
Pritzker obtaining the necessary financing by October 10. I 980: if the financ
ing contingency were met or waived by Pritzker, Trans t·nion was required 
to sell to Pritzker one million newly-issued shares of Trans t ·nion at $38 
per share. 

Van Gorkom took the position that putting Trans L"nion .. up for auction" 
through a 90-day market test would validate a decision bv the Board that $55 
was a fair price. He framed the decision before the Board not as whether $55 
per share was the highest price that could be obtained. but as whether the 
$55 price was a fair price that the stockholders should be given the opportu
nity to accept or reject. ... 
. On Monday, ~eptember 22, the Company issued a press release annou~c
mg tha~ Trans Uruon had entered into a "definitive~ Merger Agreement ~t~h 
an affiliate of the Marmon group, Inc., a Pritzker holding company. Wtthlfl 
10 days of the public announcement, dissent among Senior Management 
~ver the merger had become widespread. Faced with threatened resigna
tion~ of k~y officers, Van Gorkom met with Pritzker who agreed to several 
modifications of the Agreement. Pritzker was willing to do so provided that 
Van Gorkom could persuade the dissidents to remain on the Company pay-
roll for at least six months after consummation of the merger. . . . . 

The ne~t day, O~to?er 9, Trans Union issued a press release annou~c~g 
[the deal, Pntzk~r sattsfymg the financing commitment, and] that Trans uruon 
was now perrrutted to actively seek other offers and had retained Salomon 
Brothers for that purpose. [Further) if a more favorable offer were not received 
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before February _l, 1981, Trans Union's shareholders would thereafter meet 
to vote on the Pntzker proposal. 

It was not ~ntil the following day, October 10, that the actual amend
ments we~e delivered to Van Gorkom for execution. [T]he amendments 
were considerably at variance with Van Gorkom's representations ... to 
the Boar~ o? Oc_t?ber 8; and the amendments placed serious constraints on 
Trans Limon s ability to negotiate a better deal and withdraw from the Pritzker 
agreement. Nevertheless, Van Gorkom proceeded to execute [them] without 
conferring further with the Board ... and apparently without comprehending 
[their] actual implications .... 

Salomon Brothers' efforts over a three-month period from October 21 
to January 21 produced only one serious suitor for Trans Union-General 
Electric Credit Corporation ("GE Credit"), a subsidiary of the General Electric 
Company. However, GE Credit was unwilling to make an offer for Trans Union 
unless Trans Union first rescinded its Merger Agreement with Pritzker. When 
Pritzker refused, GE Credit terminated ... discussions ... in early January .... 

On February 10, the stockholders of Trans Union approved the Pritzker 
merger proposal. ... 

On [this] record ... , we must conclude that the Board of Directors did 
not reach an informed business judgment on September 20 .... 

Without any documents before them concerning the proposed trans
action. the members of the Board were required to rely entirely upon Van 
Gorkom's 20-minute oral presentation of the proposal. No written summary 
of the ... merger was presented; the directors were given no documentation 
to support the adequacy of $55 price per share ... ; and the Board had before 
it nothing more than Van Gorkom's statement of his understanding of the 
substance of an agreement which he admittedly had never read .... 

A substantial premium may provide one reason to recommend a merger, 
but in the absence of other sound valuation information, the fact of a pre
mium alone does not provide an adequate basis upon which to assess the 
fairness of an offering price .... 

Indeed, as of September 20, the Board had no other inform~tio~ [besides 
its current and historical stock price] on which to base a determmat10n of the 
intrinsic value of Trans Union as a going concern. As of September 20, the 
Board had made no evaluation of the Company designed to value the entire 
enterprise. . . . Thus, the adequacy of a premium is indeterminate u~ess it is 
assessed in terms of other competent and sound valuation information that 
reflects the value of the particular business. · · · ,, . 

Th. b · t the post-September 20 "market test upon which the 
1s nngs us o h . s b 20 d · 

defe d t 1 to confirm the reasonableness oft eir eptem er ec1-n ans ... rey 
sion to accept the Pritzker proposal. · · · , 

Again, the facts of record do not support the defenda~ts argument. 
Th . ·ct ( ) that the Merger Agreement was effectively amended ere ts no ev1 ence: a . £ 
[on September 20] to give the Board freedom~~ put ~~~s!~~~\~ft ;;i:~: 
tion sale to the highest bidder; or (b) that a pu c au 

ted to occur. . . . M Agreement did authorize Trans 
T dments to the erger 

he October 10 amen th dments had more far-reaching 
Union to solicit competing offers, but e amen 
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effects. Toe most significant change was in the definition of the third-party 
"offer" available to Trans Union as a pos.sible basis for withdr.iwal from its Merger 
Agreement with Pritzker. Under the October 10 amendments. a better off er was 
no longer sufficient to permit Trans Union's withdrawal. Tr.ins l'nion was now 
permitted to ... abandon the merger only if, prior to Febmary 1 o. 1981, Trans 
Union had either consummated a merger (or sale of asseL"i) with a third party or 
had entered into a "definitive" merger agreement more favor.ihk than Pritzker's 
and for a greater consideration- subject only to stockholder apprm·al. ... 

Finally, we turn to the Board's meeting ofjanua11· 26. 1981 ... [which) 
was the first meeting following the filing of the plaintiffs' suit in mid-December 
and the last meeting before the previously-noticed shareholder meeting of 
February 10 .... 

The defendants characterize the Board's Minutes of the January 26 meet
ing as a "review" of the "entire sequence of events" from Van (iorkom·s initi
ation of the negotiations on September 13 forward. The def endams ... argue 
that whatever information the Board lacked to make a deliber.itt.· and informed 
judgment on September 20, or on October 8, was fully divulged to the entire 
Board on January 26. Hence, the argument goes, the Board's vote on January 
26 to again "approve" the Pritzker merger must be found to [ ht.· I an informed 
and deliberate judgement .... 

We must conclude from the foregoing that the Board wa-. mistaken 
as a matter of law regarding its available courses of action on January 26, 
1981. ... [T]he Board had but two options: (1) to proceed with the merger 
and the stockholder meeting, with the Board's recommendation of approval; 
or (2) to rescind its agreement with Pritzker, withdr.iw its appro,·al of the 
merger, and notify its stockholders that the proposed shareholder meeting 
was canceled. There is no evidence that the Board gave any consideration to 
these, its only legally viable (options]. 

But the second course of action . . . clearlv involn.·d a -.ubstantial 
risk- that the Board would [face] suit by Pritzker for· breach of contr.ict based 
on its September 20 agreement as amended October 10. As previously noted, 
under the terms of the October 10 amendment, the Board's onlY ground for 
release from its agreement with Pritzker was its entrv into a m<;re favorable 
definitive agree~ent to sell the Company to a third p;rty. Thus. in reality, the 
Boai:d was not. free t~ tum down the Pritzker proposal'" ... on January 26 
?Y sunply relymg on tts self-induced failure to (reach) an informed business 
Judgment at the time of its original agreement .... 

The defendants ultimately rely on the stockholder vote of February 10 
for exoneration. The defendants contend that the stockholders· "overwhelm
ing" vote approving the Pritzker Merger Agreement [cured] anv failure of the 
Board to reach an informed business judgment. . . . · 

[W]e find that Trans Union's stockholders were not fullv informed of all 
fac~s material to their vote on the Pritzker Merger and that the Trial court's 
ruling to the contrary is clearly erroneous .... 

We co~clude_ ~at the Board acted in a grossly negligent manner ~n 
Octo?er 8 [m addit10n to acting in a grossly negligent manner at the initial 
me~tmg on September 20- Eos.]; and that Van Gorkom 's representations on 
which.the Boai:d based its actions do not constitute "reports" under §141(e) 
on which the directors could reasonably have relied .... 
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JAY PRITZKER &JEROME VAN GORKOM 

Jay Pritzker was born into a family already prominent in Chicago's business 
circles. His father, an immigrant from the Ukraine, had arrived in Chicago at 
the turn of the century with little money and no knowledge of the English 
language. In time, he went to law school and opened a law office. Gradually 
he began investing in area businesses and found great success. 

At the precocious age of 14, his son,Jay, graduated from high school and 
began his studies at Northwestern University. After obtaining a law degree 
from Northwestern and performing military service during World War II, he 
returned home to join his father at Pritzker & Pritzker and helped manage the 
family investments. He formed what would become The Marmon Group in 
1953 with his brother Robert in order to purchase underperforming industrial 
companies. Jay Pritzker was known for his ability to swiftly evaluate business 
deals and his preference for quick and simple transactions. As he told the 
Wall Street Journal, "We've bought a lot of things on just a handshake or a 
paragraph or two. We're the least legal-minded people you'll ever meet."25 His 
investments made him and his family billionaires. 

While vacationing at a ski chalet in the Swiss Alps, Jay Pritzker met 
Jerome Van Gorkom, CEO of Trans Union. Both men were active in the 
Chicago business community and became friends while working together to 
rescue the Chicago public school system from severe financial difficulties. 
Their relationship would lead to a merger of their respective companies and 
to a groundbreaking legal decision in Smith v. Van Gorkom. 

Non,; ON SMITH V. VAN GORKOM 

As noted above, Smith v. Van Gorkom is on its own terms a case about the 
extent of the directors' duty of care. Yet as argued~ _chapter 7, cour~s. gen
eralh refuse to examine the reasonableness of dec1s1ons made by dismter
ested directors in the board's regular decision-making process. (Recall the 
v · · rt· lar) Smith v Van Gorkom was a jolting break with this .n.anun case m pa 1cu . · h h 
t I. · h that we are persuaded it is something other t an t e ra( tt1on - so muc so . 26 • ul 
S• l 1· t' f duty of care doctrine to special facts. In part1c ar, unp e app 1ca ion o h M d 
we recommend the interpretation offered by Professors Jonat an. acey an 
Geoff Mill th t Van Gorkom should be understood not as a director neg-
. rey er a t d ·t this way) but rather as the first of hgence case (although the court presen e 1 

several important cases in which the court struggled t? construhct a new st~-
d d f . d' . 1 . .:or "change in control" transactions sue as mergers. ar o JU icia review 1• 

_ . . . A topsy of a Merger (1986). 
2-,. Quoted m Wtlham OWen,_ u nbankin case in which directors who have no con-

. . 26. We are unaware of any pno~ no d delfberate before authorizing a transaction are 
fltctmg interests and who attend meetmgs :n 1 t alone a case in which they are held liable 
held personally liable for breach of a duty O care, ~ remium to market price. 
for approving a sale of the company at a 50 p;r~~J Trans Union Reconsidered, 98 Yale L.J. 

27. See Jonathan R. Macey & Geoffrey_ ·. by' locating an excerpt from Van Gorkom 
_127, 138 (1988). We stand behind our con:~u~nof course, we do not object if some of our 
m this Chapter, rather than Chapter 7, alth ~ 'with Chapter 7 
readers wish to read Van Gorkom in conjunction · 
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NOTE: INTRODUCING THE REVLON DECISION 

The opinion that gave full cry to the courts' desire to modify the business 
judgment rule in the context of transactions that involved a change in con
trol was the Revlon decision, which was handed down the year following 
Van Gorkom. The bidder in Revlon was Ronald 0. Perelman. a well-known 
takeover entrepreneur and the chairman of Pantry Pride. Inc. Revlon's man
agement opposed the Perelman/Pantry Pride offer with two defensive tac
tics. First, it adopted a form of the flip-in rights plan as described above. and 
second, it repurchased 20 percent of Revlon's stock with unsecured debt 
(the Notes) at a premium price. This repurchase had two usdul effects from 
the standpoint of Revlon's embattled management. First. thes<: :\otes clouded 
Revlon's balance sheet and thus made it harder for Perelman to find financ
ing to support his buyout. Second, the Notes gave managenu:nt a vehicle for 
inserting a covenant that barred Revlon from selling or encumbering its assets 
without the approval of its independent directors. Again. such a covenant 
would make it more difficult for Perelman to borrow against Rt:,fon ·s assets 
and subsequently pay down his debt by selling assets in typical leveraged 
buyout fashion. 28 

Perelman proved to be a formidable opponent. howen·r. l k countered 
management's moves by raising his bid price! Soon shareholder pressure on 
Revlon's board to act became overwhelming. At this point. Rt:,·lon·s manage
ment attempted to reverse course by soliciting a competing hid fr< 1111 a "white 
knight," or friendly bidder, Forstmann Little & Co .. a financial tirm in the 
leveraged buyout business. The board's new strategy airrn:d at gi\·ing share
holders the cash they were demanding by selling Revlon to a friendly buyer 
(Forstmann and themselves) rather than to Perelman. But for the m·,v strategy 
to succeed, Revlon had to remove the restrictive covenant contained in the 
Notes that it had exchanged with its shareholders, since this con·nant not 
only interfered with Perelman's financing but also precluded Forstmann from 
.financing the new alternative transaction. Yet one thing leads to another. 
S~p?ing the restrictive covenant from the Notes sharply lowered their val~e. 
Within days, lawyers representing Revlon's noteholders (who were erstwhile 
shareholders) were threatening to sue the board for had faith and breach 
of duty. 

Forstmann was persuaded to enter the fray and make a bid. hut Perelman 
vowed to beat whatever price Forstmann would offer. Revlon then concluded 
a .final deal with Forstmann: Revlon would assure Forstmann's victory by giv
ing it a "lock-up option" to purchase Revlon's most valuable assets at a bargain 
price if anothe,r bidder (i.e., Perelman) were to acquire more than 40 per
cent of Revlon s stock. In exchange, Forstmann would increase its offer for 
~ev:lon's stock (to $57.25) and support the price of Revlon's '.'l"otes (thus sat-
1sfymg any claims of noteholders). 

28· A le:eraged buyout is a transaction in which a buyer borrows cash that will be used 
to buy the e~u1ty of the target corporation. Repayment of the borrowing comes from the sale 
of the targets assets (breakup) or is secured by th targ , e et s assets. 
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In response to the new Revlon-F 
its offer to $58/share conditional on thC:~~ann de~l, Pantiy Pride increased 
invalid. It sought to enjoin Forstmann's lo~k-up be~g rescmded or declared 
ment not to assist buyers other than F -up option as well as the agree
Delaware Supreme Court (per Justice ~rstmann in the ~elaware courts. The 
erect to be Revlon's attempt to "rig" the ~~~l firmly r~Jected what it consid
of the company became "inevitable,, "[t]h J: holdmg that when the sale 
defenders of the corporate bastion t~ auctio:e:ectors' role ~hange~ from 
best price ~or the stockholders at a sale of the co:p:~ed with gettmg the 

We pick up here with the Delaware Supreme Court opinion after the 
court approved Revlon's original defensive tactics th t d · d . · · . · d a were esigne to mam-
tam its 111 ependence (the poison pill and the exchange offer). Justice Moore 
now turns to Revlon's decision to sell to Forstmann and th l k · e oc -up option. 

MOORE, J.: 

REVLON, INC. v. MACANDREWS AND 
FORBES HOIDINGS, INC. 

506 A.2d 173 (DeL 1986) 

. [The Revlon board's focus on its agreement with Forstmann on] shor
mg_ up the sagging market value of the Notes in the face of threatened liti
gation ... was inconsistent with ... the directors' responsibilities at this 
stage of the developments. The impending waiver of the Notes covenants 
had caused the value of the Notes to fall, and the board was aware of the 
note holders' ire as well as their subsequent threats of suit. The directors thus 
made support of the Notes an integral part of the company's dealings with 
Forstmann, even though their primary responsibility at this stage was to the 
equity owners. 

The original threat posed by Pantry Pride - the break-up of the 
company - had become a reality which even the directors embraced. 
Selective dealing to fend off a hostile but determined bidder was no longer a 
proper objective. Instead, obtaining the highest price for the benefit of the 
stockholders should have been the central theme guiding director action. 
Thus. the Revlon board could not make the requisite showing of good faith by 
preferring the noteholders and ignoring its duty of loyalty to the shareholders. 
The rights of the former already were fixed by contract .... The noteholders 
required no further protection, and when the Revlon board entered into an 
auction-ending lock-up agreement with Forstmann on the basis of impermissi
ble considerations at the expense of the shareholders, the directors breached 
their primary duty of loyalty. 

The Revlon board argued that it acted in good faith in protecting the 
noteholders because Unocal permits consideration of other corporate constit
uencies. Although such considerations may be permissible, there are ~da
mental limitations upon that prerogative. A_ b-~~d may h~ve regard for vano~s 
constituencies in discharging its responsibilities, provided there are ratio
nally related benefits accruing to the stockholders. Un?cc:,t, 493 A.~d at 955. 
However, such concern for non-stockholder interests is mappropnate when 
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an auction among active bidders is in progress, and the object no longer is to 
protect or maintain the corporate enterprise but to sell it to the highest bidder. 

Revlon also contended that ... it had contractual and goo<l faith obli
gations to consider the noteholders. However, any such duties are limited 
to the principle that one may not interfere with contr,1<.:tual r~lationships by 
improper actions. Here, the rights of the noteholders were hxe<l by agree
ment, and there is nothing of substance to suggest that any of those tenns 
were violated. The Notes covenants specifically contemplated a waiver to 
permit sale of the company at a fair price. The Notes were accepted by the 
holders on that basis, including the risk of an adverse market effect stemming 
from a waiver. Thus, nothing remained for Revlon to legitimately protect, and 
no rationally related benefit thereby accrued to the stockhokkrs. t·n<ler such 
circumstances we must conclude that the merger agreement with Forstmann 
was unreasonable in relation to the threat posed. 

A lock-up is not per se illegal under Delaware law .... < :urrt·nt economic 
conditions in the takeover market are such that a ~white knight·· likt· Forstmann 
might only enter the bidding for the target company if it recdn·s some form 
of compensation to cover the risks and costs involved .... l lmn:ver. while 
those lock-ups which draw bidders into the battle benefit sharel10Jders. simi
lar measures which end an active auction and foreclose further bidding oper
ate to the shareholders' detriment .... 

Recently, the United States Court of Appeals for the Second < :ircuit inval
idated a lock-up on fiduciary duty grounds similar to those here. Jlm1so11 Trust 
PLC, et al. v. ML SCM Acquisition Inc., et al., 781 F.2d 26·1 (2d Cir. 1986) .... 

In Hanson Trust, the bidder, Hanson, sought control of S< :\1 by a hostile 
cash tender offer. SCM management joined with Merrill Lynch to propose 
a leveraged buy-out of the company at a higher price. and Hanson in turn 
increased its offer. Then, despite very little improvement in its subsequent 
bid, the management group sought a lock-up option to purchase SC'.\fs two 
main assets at a substantial discount. The SCM directors grantnl the lock
up without adequate information as to the size of the discount or the effect 
the transaction would have on the company. Their action effecti,·ely ended 
a competitive bidding situation. The Hanson Court invalidated the lock-up 
because the directors failed to fully inform themselves ahout the value of a 
transaction in which management had a strong self-interest. ... 

The Forstmann option had a similar destructive effect on the auction 
process. Forstmann had already been drawn into the contest 011 a preferred 
?asis, so the ,result of the lock-up was not to foster bidding. hut to destroy 
1t. Th~ board s stated reasons for approving the transaction were: (I) better 
financmg, (2) noteholder protection, and (3) higher price. As the Court of 
Chancery found, and we agree, any distinctions between the rival bidders' 
met~ods of financing the proposal were nominal at hest, and such a consid
eration has little or no significance in a cash offer for any and all shares. The 
princip~l object, contrary to the board's duty of care, appears to have been 
protectt~n of the noteholders over the shareholders, interests. 

. ~e Fo~tmann's $5_7.25 offer was objectively higher than Pan!ry 
~nd~ s $56.25 bid, the margin of superiority is less when the Forstmann pnce 
1s adJust~d f?r the time value of money. In reality, the Revlon hoard ended 
the auction m return for very little actual improvement in the final bid. The 
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principal be?efit went to the directors, who avoided personal liability to a 
class of creditors to whom the board owed no furthe d ty d h · r u un er t e circum-
stances. Thus, when a board ends an intense bi"ddm" g t t · b . . con es on an msu -
stant1_al basis, an~ where a significant by-product of that action is to protect 
the dir~ctors agamst a pe~ceived threat of personal liability for consequences 
stem~mg from the adoption of previous defensive measures, the action can
not withstand the enhanced scrutiny which Unocal requires of director con
duct. See Unocal, 493 A.2d at 954-55. 

In addition to the lock-up option, the Court of Chancery enjoined the no
shop provision as part of the attempt to foreclose further bidding by Pantry 
Pride. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc. v. Revlon, Inc., 501 A.2d at 
1251. The no-shop provision, like the lock-up option, while not per se illegal, 
is impermissible under the Unocal standards when a board's primary duty 
becomes that of an auctioneer responsible for selling the company to the 
highest bidder. The agreement to negotiate only with Forstmann ended rather 
than intensified the board's involvement in the bidding contest. 

It is ironic that the parties even considered a no-shop agreement when 
Revlon had dealt preferentially, and almost exclusively, with Forstmann 
throughout the contest. After the directors authorized management to negoti
ate with other parties, Forstmann was given every negotiating advantage that 
Pantry Pride had been denied: cooperation from management, access to finan
cial data, and the exclusive opportunity to present merger proposals directly 
to the board of directors. Favoritism for a white knight to the total exclusion 
of a hostile bidder might be justifiable when the latter's offer adversely affects 
shareholder interests, but when bidders make relatively similar offers, or dis
solution of the company becomes inevitable, the directors cannot fulfill their 
enhanced Unocal duties by playing favorites with the contending factions. 
Market forces must be allowed to operate freely to bring the target's share
holders the best price available for their equity.16 Thus, as the trial court ruled, 
the shareholders' interests necessitated that the board remain free to negoti
ate in the fulfillment of that duty. 

The court below similarly enjoined the payment of the cancellation fee, 
pending a resolution of the merits, because the fee was part of the overall plan 
to thwart Pantry Pride's efforts. We find no abuse of discreti~n in th~t ~g .... 

In conclusion the Revlon board was confronted with a situation not 
uncommon in the ~urrent wave of corporate takeovers. A hostile and deter
mined bidder sought the company at a price the board was convinced was inad
equate. The initial defensive tactics worked to the benefit o~ th~ s~ar~holders, 
and thus the board was able to sustain its Unocal burdens m JUstifymg those 
measures. However, in granting an asset option lock-up to Forstmann: we 1?ust 
conclude that under all the circumstances the directors allowe~ ~onsiderattons 
other than the maximization of shareholder profit to affect their J~dgment, ~d 
followed a course that ended the auction for Revlon, absent co~ mtervention, 

to the ultimate detriment of its shareholdef it~~~!!~::;~::r::~;: 
be sustained when it represents a breach o t e 

. · ne changed only in the respect that they are 
16. The directors' role remams an active ~h 'highest price attainable for the stockhold

charged with the duty of selling the company at e 
ers' benefit. 
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care. see Smith v. Van Gorkom, Del. Supr., 488 A.2d 858. 8""'·l ( 1985). In that 
context the board's action is not entitled to the deference accorded it by the 
business judgment rule. The measures were properly enjoinnl. ... 

RONALD PERELMAN & TED FORSTMANN 

Born into a wealthy Philadelphia family, Ron Perelman sat in on his father's 
board meetings as a child and pored over financial statements in his teenage 
years. After graduating from the University of Pennsylvania· s \'01arton School, 
he learned the art of dealmaking while working for his father. In 19"'8, he 
moved to Manhattan with no job, but big ambitions. He staned by acquir
ing Hatfield Jewelers and turning it around by selling off many of its under
performing assets. His investment holding company, Mat:Andrews & Forbes, 
proceeded to acquire several other companies, including ~tarn:! Comics, 
First Nationwide Bank, Panavision, and Technicolor. Early on he developed 
a relationship with "junk bond king" Michael Milken. who financed many of 
his acquisitions, including Revlon. By installing new managc:tnt."nt. disposing 
of assets, and then selling firms at a profit, he became a billionaire. On Wall 
Street, he was known for his exceptionally aggressive style. 

Ted Forstmann graduated from Yale and Columhia Law Sd10ol. and even
tually formed Forstmann little in 1978. The firm, an innovator in k,-erJged buy
outs, became enormously profitable by buying and selling companies such as 
Dr. Pepper Co. When junk bonds became popular, however. forstmann increas
ingly found himself losing out on deals because he could not raise as much 
money as junk bond-financed competitors. Forstmann puhlicly t."Xtolled his "old
fashioned" approach to business, which involved avoiding junk bond financing 
and maintaining good relations with the management of acquirt."d o Hnpanies. 1n 
a column for the Wall Street journal in 1988, he attacked tht' junk bond indus
try, writing that "today's financial age has become a period of unbridled excess 
with accepted risk soaring out of proportion to pos.sible reward.·· 

QUESTIONS AND NOTES ON REVLON 

I. What fiduciary duty did Revlon's board violate - a dutY of care or a 
duty of loyalty? · 

2. According to the court in Revlon, what must a board do when it is 
committed to entering an acquisition transaction with one of two suitors who 
are locked in ~ co~petitive bidding contest? Does your answer imply th~t 
~elawar~ law 1s ul~lIDately committed to shareholder primacy in hoard deci
sion making, no~1thstan~g the dicta in Unocal allowing boards to consider 
nonshareholder mterests m evaluating the threat posed bv a hostile takeover? 

3. In the 1989 ~ase Barkan v. Amsted Industries, inc..29 the Delaware 
Supreme Court clarified the substantive requirements imposed bv Revlon. 
The court affirmed the lower court holding that there is no single' template 

29. 567 A.2d 1279 (Del. 1989). 
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required when selling a company. The classic Revlon case occurs when two 
?idd~r~ are ~ngaged in a bidding contest for the target. Here, as in Revlon 
itself, the di:ectors ma~ not use defensive tactics that destroy the auction 
process. [F]a1r_ness forbids directors from using defensive mechanisms to 
thwart an auct10n or to favor one bidder over another."3° But what if there is 
only a single bidder at the table? The Barkan court stated that the essence 
of the Revlon requirement is that a board be well informed. An auction is a 
very good way to know what the company is worth, but not the only or the 
required way. Before becoming bound, the board may engage in a so-called 
market check to see if a higher bid is available, unless "the directors possess 
a body of reliable evidence with which to evaluate the fairness of a transac
tion. "51 Such a check may occur post-signing of the deal provided that the 
deal does not place serious impediments to the emergence of a higher valuing 
buyer, such as an unreasonable termination fee (discussed below). We dis
cuss the substance of so-called Revlon review in Section 13.6. 

4. "Revlon" questions haunted Delaware law for years: What are Revlon 
duties specifically; just what do they require, and when are they triggered? It 
took years of litigation for the confusion to gradually lift. It is now established 
that Rel'lon created no new duties but dealt with a modified standard of judi
cial review of the duties of care and loyalty in a particular context. 

5. In the 2001 case In re Pennaco Energy, Inc. 787 A.2d 691 (Del. Ch. 
2001 ). the board negotiated exclusively with Marathon Oil and reached an 
agreement at $19 cash per share, with a 3 percent breakup fee and a right for 
Marathon to match any higher offer that might emerge. Despite the absence 
of any pre-signing market check of the company, the Court of Chancery 
found that the target directors had met their Revlon duties on the theory 
that the relatively modest breakup fee and chance for others to come in.were 
they interested in paying more was one reasonable way to sell the bus~~ss. 
Pemwco shows that while Revlon continues to be the brand name opiruon, 
the spirit of Barkan v. Amsted captures far better the approach to change 
of control duties that courts tend to take. See below also for the latest word 
in the Delaware supreme Court's 2014 opinion in C&J Energy Services, Inc. 
v. Ci()' of Miami Employees Union in Section 13.6. 

13.5 PuLLING ToGETIIER UNOCAL AND REvLoN 

· d h ther a hostile takeover succeeded During this evolutionary peno , w e 
11 

. d 
came down to whether the incumbent board eventua y gave m ,un e_r 
h h Delaware courts ordered the company s pot-

s areholder pressure or t e . h 1 t 1980s but very rarely 
son pill be redeemed, which happened mt de ~_en of 1989 Paramount 
A much-discussed Delaware Supreme Cdourt debci:~othe questi~n of whether 
C · · l Time Inc ad resse o ommunzcatwns, nc. v. , . ., . ill and the issue of what triggers 
the board has a duty to redeem its poison P 

30. Id. at 1286-1287. 
31. Id. at 1287. 
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is to accord corporate boards degrees of deference along a continuum. Where, 
as in Revlon itself, the merger consideration is cash, courts will not defer to 
the board's judgment to take less cash.Thus, in such instances. any .. deal pro
tection" accorded to the favored merger partner will be closely reviewed to 
assure it represents a good-faith effort to get the best current p~ce. By contrast, 
where, as in Santa Fe, the consideration is stock of a company of approximately 
equal size (that is, a situation in which the synergy contribution of the target is 
greatest and thus directors' inside information is most valuable to target share
holders), deal protections will receive the greatest deference. In the middle 
range (where the merger represents mixed consideration or the target is vastly 
smaller than the survivor), courts will inevitably assess deal-protective terms by 
evaluating the good faith of the corporate directors who approve these terms, 
which inevitably will be expressed as a reasonableness type of revkw. 

13.6 APPLYING REVLON 

In the years immediately following Revlon, one could have btTn forgiven 
for supposing that Revlon obligated a corporate board to discharg<: some ill
defined substantive duties once a decision had been made to sell its company. 
To be sure, there were early cases that held that ~there is no single blueprint 
that a board must follow to fulfill its duties."43 But there were also u11<:xpected 
decisions,such as the QVC case discussed earlier in this chapt<:r. which demon
strated that courts might undertake searching review under the auspices of 
the Revlon doctrine. And there were also cross-cutting distinctions that had 
not yet been fully explored, the most important of which was that ht.'.tween 
fact patterns in which there was a bidding contest with comp<:ting suitors and 
those in which a company's board had decided to sell the firm. or at least to 
remain open to a sale should an attractive opportunity present itsdf. 

Two recent opinions, one from 2009 and the other from 201-i. by the 
Delaware Supreme Court give a flavor of the current approach to judicial 
review of a friendly change-in-control transaction. In this context. what does it 
mean for a target board to be under Revlon duties? How active can we expect 
courts to be in reviewing the actions of disinterested boards? 

NOTE ON LYONDELL CHEMICAL CO. v. RYAN 970 A.2D 235 
(DEL.2009) , 

An abbreviated account of the facts of Lyondell goes as follows. Circa 
2007, shortly before the financial crisis, specialty chemical companies in 
the range of $10 billion in market capitalization were anxious to combine 
w~th comp~nies_in their same circle, so to speak. Lyondell was a member of 
this exclu~tve c~c!e, a_s was a private Luxembourgian company controlled 
by Blavatnik, a billionaire. At various times, Blavatnik had floated the idea of 

43. Barkan v. Amsted Industries, Inc., 567 A.2d 1279 (Del. l 989). 
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a possible merger of his company and Lyondell with Da s 'th L d ll' 
'I . d CEO S . h . n fill ' yon e s 

C 1amn:~n a~ , · ffilt re~ec,ted these advances because the price range 
propose cl was well below Stn1th s expectations. Then in May 2007 Bl tnik 
discl<.>sed in a Schedule 13D filing with the SEC that his company had ai;~ired 
the nght to purchase.an 8.3 percent block of stock from Lyondell's largest 
shareholder. Lyondell s board, as well as the entire market understood this 
filing for what it conventionally meant; namely, a signal that Blavatnik had 
a strong interest in buying all of Lyondell. In other words, Lyondell was "in 
play." Reading the market signals, Lyondell's disinterested board of directors 
immediately met to discuss what it should do. The board's somewhat unusual 
decision was to do absolutely nothing and adopt a "wait and see" posture. 
That is, the hoard did not take defensive measures, nor did it seek to assess 
Lyondell's value, either internally via a DCF valuation or externally by shop
ping the company to other third-party buyers. 

< hTr the next two months, Lyondell remained passive, although it 
recl'in:d an LBO offer from Blackstone. But passions were fierce within 
Lyondell's small circle of chemical companies. Without contacting Lyondell, 
Blavatnik's wandering eye soon shifted to another specialty chemical com
pany. and this time he went so far as to sign a merger agreement with it. But 
at the last moment, Blavatnik was jilted at the altar when yet a third chemical 
company made a topping bid for his latest acquisition target. Shortly thereaf
ter. BlaYatnik approached Smith with a cash offer to acquire Lyondell. Smith 
sucnTded in pressing Blavatnik to raise his initial offer price from $40/share 
to S-18/share. albeit with a large break-up fee if Lyondell got cold feet. And, 
after a week of valuations by Lyondell's financial advisors and several (seem
ingh short) hoard meetings, Blavatnik and Lyondell's board signed a cash 
merger agreement which was subsequently approved by a 99 percent major
itv of lxondell's shareholders. 

· < >i' course, the transaction was challenged by a shareho.lder class action 
against LYondell's disinterested outside directors who had signed off on the 
deal. < >n ·a motion to dismiss at summary judgment, the Delaware C~ancery 
court opined that it could not conclude that_Lyon~ell's ind~pendent directors 
had not failed to discharge their Revlon duties without a tnal. . 

·1·1 • C'h· Court opinion emphasized that these directors had 
. 1

c.: , ancery . . des ite knowing that the 
indulged in "two months of slothful mdifference P 

• nik fil d his Schedule 13D. Moreover, the 
company was 'in play' after Blavat e h b d' assent left little time 

k I 1 ik, fi rmal offer and t e oar s 
wee 1etween B avatn s O b d h d failed "to seriously 
for a~~equate discussio~ of the .offer, and ghth\~: ha~ done so prior to the 
press Blavatnik for a higher pnce (althou 

board's consideration of the offer). S eme Court en bane reversed 
. 1 the Delaware upr 

On mterlocutory appea, . or of L ondell's directors. The para-
and granted summary judgment 1? fa;e er's ~pinion for the court capture 
graphs excerpted below from Justice rg 
the gist of the decision: 
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... As the trial court correctly noted, Revlon did not create any new 
fiduciary duties. It simply held that t~e "_board m~s~ ~erform its fiduciary 
duties in the service of a specific obJecuve: max1m1z111g the salt: pnce of 
the enterprise." The trial court reviewed the reco~d, an~ found th~t Ryan 
[the shareholder- plaintiff] might be able to prevatl at trial on a claim that 
the Lyondell directors breached their duty of care. But LyondeIJ's charter 
includes an exculpatory provision, pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 102(b)C). pro
tecting the directors from personal liability for breaches of the duty of 
care. Thus, this case turns on whether any arguable short comings on the 
part of the Lyondell directors also implicate their duty of loyalty. a breach 
of which is not exculpated. Because the trial court determined that the 
board was independent and was not motivated by self-interest or ill will, 
the sole issue is whether the directors are entitled to summary judgment 
on the claim that they breached their duty of loyalty by failing to act in 
good faith. 

• •• 

Directors' decisions [when Revlon duties are triggered) must he rt:ason
able, not perfect. "In the transactional context, [an) extreme set of facts [is] 
required to sustain a disloyalty claim premised on the notion that disinterested 
directors were intentionally disregarding their duties: The trial court denied 
summary judgment because the Lyondell directors'"un-explained inaction· pre
vented the court from determining that they had acted in good faith. But, if 
the directors failed to do all that they should have under the circumstances, 
they breached their duty of care. Only if they knowingly and compktdy failed 
to undertake their responsibilities would they breach their duty of Im alty. The 
trial court approached the record from the wrong perspective. Instead of ques
tioning whether disinterested, independent directors did eve~1hing that they 
(arguably) should have done to obtain the best sale price, the inquiry should 
have been whether those directors utterly failed to attempt to obtain the best 
sale price. 

• •• 

. . . [T]his record clearly establishes that the Lyondell directors did not 
breach their duty of loyalty by failing to act in good faith. In concluding other· 
wise, the Court of Chancery reversibly erred. 

NOTE ON C&J ENERGY SERVICES, INC. v. CITY OF M~\11 
GENERAL EMPLOYEES AND SANITATION EMPLOYEES 
RETIREMENT TRUST, 107 A.JD 1049 (DEL. 2014) 

A very re~ent statemet~t of the Delaware Supreme Court on the freedom of 
non-conflicted_ bo~ds 1fl selling the company to adopt whatever tactic they 
deem_app~opnate tn the good-faith exercise of their business judgment was 
contamed tn the en bane reversal of a preliminary injunction issued bv a Vice 
Chancellor enjoining a deal for 30 days and requiring the board to shop the 
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company more actively. The Vice Chancellor of b li 
filling the mandate of the Revlon case. ' course, e eved he was ful-

Sr1u:--E, CJ., for the Court en bane: 

. The proposed ~r~nsaction is itself unusual in that C&J, a U.S. corporation, 
will ;~~·quire a_ subsi?iary o~ N~bors [Inc.], which is domiciled in Bermuda, 
but ~,tbors will retam a maionty of the equity in the surviving compan . To 
(~~)tam n~or~ fav~rable tax ra~es, the surviving entity, C&J Energy Services: Ltd. 
C New C&J ), will be based m Bermuda, and thus subject to lower corporate 
tax rates than C&J currently pays. 
. To te_mper Nabors majority voting control of the surviving company, 

C&J negotiated for certain protections, including a bye-law [court notes this 
is spelling used in Bermuda-Eos.] guaranteeing that all stockholders would 
share pro rata in any future sale of New C&J, which can only be repealed by 
a unanimous stockholder vote. [Compare QVC and Delphi Financial cases 
above-Ens.] C&J also bargained for a "fiduciary out" if a superior proposal 
was to emerge during a lengthy passive market check. ... And during that 
market check. a potential competing bidder faced only modest deal protec
tion barriers. 

Although the Court of Chancery found that the C&J board harbored 
no conflict of interest and was fully informed about its own company's 
value. the court determined there was a "plausible" violation of the board's 
Re1•lo11 duties because the board did not affirmatively shop the company 
either before or after signing. On that basis, the Court of Chancery enjoined 
the stockholder vote for 30 days, despite finding no reason to believe that 
C&J stockholders- who must vote to approve the transaction-would not 
have a fair opportunity to evaluate the deal for themselves on its economic 
merits. 

The Court of Chancery's order also required C&J to shop itself~ :Vio
lation of the merger agreement between C&J ~d Na?~rs, which P.ro~bited 
C&.J from soliciting other bids. The order dealt with this issue by statmg [t]he 
solicitation of proposals consistent with this Order '.111d any sub~equent nego
tiations of anv alternative proposal that emerges will not constitute a breach 
of the Merge; Agreement in any respect." . . 

But the court of Chancery did not rely on undisputed. facts s~owmg a 
reasonable probability that the board had breached its fiduci~~ dutte~ when 
it imposed this mandatory affirmative injunction. Instead, it is undisputed 
that a deal with Nabors m;de strategic business sense and .offe;t:~~;!a~i 
tial benefits for C&J's stockholders. Moreover,fthCehorder std~dppn:t make any 
· h h the Court o ancery i its contractual rights even t oug finding that there was a rea-
find· h N b aider and abettor,.·· mg t at a ors was an , b d that Nabors could have aided 
sonable probability of a breach by C&J s oar 

and abetted. ·s that Revlon was invoked by the 
We assume for the sake of analys~ quire a majority of New C&J's 

pending transaction because Nabors w ac 
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voting shares. But we nonetheless conclude that the Court of Chancery's 
injunction cannot stand. A preliminary injuncti~n _must be supported by 
a finding by the Court of Chancery that the plamuffs have demonstrated 
a reasonable probability of success on the merits. The Court of Chancery 
made no such finding here, and the analysis that it conducted rested on the 
erroneous proposition that a company selling itself in a change of control 
transaction is required to shop itself to fulfill its duty to seek the highest 
immediate value. But Revlon and its progeny do not set out a specific 
route that a board must follow when fulfilling its fiduciary duties. and an 
independent board is entitled to use its business judgment to decide to 
enter into a strategic transaction that promises great benefit. en~n when 
it creates certain risks. When a board exercises its judgment in good faith, 
tests the transaction through a viable passive market check. and gives its 
stockholders a fully informed, uncoerced opportunity to vote to accept 
the deal, we cannot conclude that the board likely violated its Revlon 
duties. It is too often forgotten that Revlon, and later cases like QVC, pri
marily involved board resistance to a competing bid after the hoard had 
agreed to a change of control, which threatened to impede the emergence 
of another higher-priced deal. No hint of such a defensive. entrenching 
motive emerges from this record .... 

QUESTIONS AND NOTES 

1. There has never been an injunction issued in a Rei •Ion case and sustained 
on appeal where there was not an ongoing bidding contest. Courts are under
standably reluctant to enjoin a premium deal for target shart'holders because of 
defects in the target company's sale process when no other premium transac
tion is at hand.A less than fair premium price is better than no premium at all. 

2. Despite the preceding observation, however, L)'<Jtule/1 demonstrates 
why it is difficult to recover damages in a Revlon action ·when board members 
are independent. Section 102(b)(7) precludes seeking monetary damages from 
directors unless they act in bad faith, which is extremely difficult to prove. 

3. Lyondell might lead one to think that we are back to the old-time reli
gion that arm's length mergers are only subject to business judgment review. 
But this is not entirely the case for transactional lawvers. A lawyer working 
on n~gotiating o~ ~ing a friendly acquisition agree'ment cannot know for 
certam whether tt will meet a shareholder challenge.An alternative deal might 
come out of the ~oodworks and challenge the provisions of the agreement 
that have a defensive effect. Thus, she must draft on the assumption that her 
work might be closely reviewed. 

13. 7 REGUIATION OF TAKEOVERS IN OnrnR LEGAL SYSTEMS 

The m1:1ltiple forces _that produced the phenomenon of hostile takeovers in 
the Uruted States-mcluding changes in technology, financial markets, and 
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In some aspects, an appraisal action is the easier form of action for 
s~areholders, since the pla~ntiff need only establish that they properly 
dissented from the transaction to seek appraisal and need not show that 
the board or a controlling shareholder breached a fiduciary duty. In most 
other respects, however, an action alleging breach of entire fairness seems 
more favorable to plaintiffs. Under the statutory standard, a plaintiff in 
an appraisal proceeding is entitled to claim only a pro rata share of the 
fair value of the company without regard to any gain caused by the 
merger or its expectation. By contrast, in a fiduciary "fairness" action 
against a controlling shareholder, the defendant must prove that a self
dealing transaction was fair in all respects. See Weinberger v. UOP Inc., 
discussed above in Chapter 8. If the defendant fails in this, the possible 
remedies are very broad and may include rescission or "rescissory dam
ages." (Rescissory damages are the financial equivalent to what rescission 
would bring, were it feasible.) Perhaps even more advantageous, at least 
for plaintiffs' lawyers, fairness claims can be brought as class actions in the 
name of all minority shareholders - not just those relatively few who will 
have bothered to dissent. Put differently, the class action procedure gives 
to plaintiffs and their lawyers the great leverage that results from a large 
"opt-out" class of shares. 

In Section 12.8, we discuss the fascinating development of judicial review 
of controlled mergers. As you read it over, ask yourself: How do appraisal pro
ceedings and suits for breach of fiduciary duty compare now given recent devel
opments in both areas? 

12.8 THE Durv oF LoYALTY IN CoNTROI.LED MERGERS 

As we discussed in Chapter 8, U.S. corporate law generally provides that con
trolling shareholders owe to the corporation and its minority shareholders a fidu
ciary duty of loyalty whenever they exercise any aspect of their control ~ver 
conJorate actions and decisions. 71 All shareholders, however, have the nght 

·1 72 Th th . t . to vote their shares in their own best interests. us, ere is some ension 
between a controlling shareholder's exercise of voting rights, which can argu
ably reflect her own "selfish" self-interest, and her ex~rcise. of "control:' over the 
corporation or its property, which cannot. What precisely is the exercise of con
trol that gives rise to an obligation of fairness? It is best defined as the de facto 
power to do what other shareholders cannot, such as the controller's power 

. , 457 A 2d 701 (Del. 1983); Sinclair Oil Corp. v. Levien. 
71. Weinberger v. UOP, ~nc., · . f; · ki th f 

280 A.2d 717. (Del. 1971) (Sinclair Oil is th~ source o~:!:tc~;:~e:~eo;~~:11;; d;e~;n~; 
fairness burden: that the corporate transa~t10? under ·t lirness arises. Of course, this test 
than the other shareholders before the obligation to prove 1 s 
is typically met in freeze-out mergers). ri J; 379 A 2d 1221 (Del. 1977). 

72. Tanzer v. International General lndust es, nc., · 
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to access non-public corporate information or influe~ce th~ board to approve 
a transaction (e.g., a merger) with another company m wlm:h the controller is 

financially interested 
controlled mergers, including parent-subsidiary mergers. expose 

minority shareholders to an acute risk of exploitation. Today. we describe 
most of these mergers as "cash-out," "freeze-out," or ·going-private .. mergers. 
But a merger is not the only technique for accomplishing a cash-out or freeze
out. Asset sales and reverse stock splits can also be freeze-out techniques. 
For example, a controlling shareholder can cause the company to sell all of 
its assets to his wholly owned firm, in exchange for cash. which may then be 
distributed to the company's shareholders in liquidation. Alternatively, a con
trolling shareholder can cause the company to radically decrease its number 
of shares and pay off minority shareholders in cash for fr.ictional shares. If the 
reverse split is dramatic enough, only one shareholder will ht' left after it is 
completed. 73 

12.8.1 Cash Mergers or Freeze-Outs 

Nineteenth-century corporation lawyers would han: ht.Tn horrified (or 
maybe delighted) by the cash-out merger. Even after the rqrndiation of the 
unanimity rule allowed a qualified majority of shareholdt'rs to impose a merger 
against the will of a disagreeing minority, all shareholders had the right to con
tinue as shareholders of the surviving entity. Indeed, this is still the rnle in most 
non-U.S. jurisdictions that recognize mergers. 

Nevertheless, by the 1920s, the idea of cashing out minority share
holders through the merger device no longer shocked the comciences of 
U.S. corporate lawyers. Florida led the way by amending its statute in 1925 
to permit cash consideration in a merger. Other states followed. Delaware 

73. To better understand a reverse stock split. first consider a nomul ~tock split. In a 
normal stock split, either the company pays a stock dividend on its outstanding ~hares. so that 
each sharehold~r receives more stock for each share already held. or the company amends its 
charter to provide that each share is "reclassified" into more than one share. Of course, the 
company's expect~d cash flows and earnings are unaffected by simply changing che numb~r 
of shares outstanding, and the only other certain result of a split is to reduce the company s 
stock price in proportion (or nearly so) to the split. Typical stock splits are 2-for-1 or 3-for·l 
and are 1:1sed to decre~ the per-share price to a "normal- range (SlO to 5200). Lower absolute 
stock pnces reduce an mvestor's threshold investment: Stock is generally traded in round lots 
of 10~ shares, _and purchases of smaJJer ("odd") Jots usually involve higher transaction costs. 
Well-tuned sphts may thus have the real economic effect of increasing the liquiditv of a stock 
and so may (modestly) inc~ease the total value of outstanding shares. · 

In a reverse stock spht, the opposite effect is achieved. A controlling shareholder amends 
t~e corporate charter to provide for the combination of some large number of shares into a 
s~ngle share (e.g., ~-for-10, 1-for-100, etc.). Cash is provided to shareholders holding less than a 
single sha~ ("~c~mnal share") after the reverse split, pursuant to statute. See DGCL § 155. The 
re:~rse spht ratio is set large enough to ensure that onlv the controlling shareholder ends up 
w( ltd ohne or more whole shares of stock; aJJ other share°holders end up with fractional shares 
an t us cash). 
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was customarily cautious; it did not authorize the use of cash in short-form 
mergers until 1957 and not in long-form mergers until 1967. The MBCA fol
lowed in 1968 and 1969, respectively.74 Cash-out mergers (or freeze-outs) 
emerged as a controversial topic during the 1%0s and 1970s, when a period 
of low stock market prices followed after a boom in public offerings of stock. 
The low stock values allowed many controlling shareholders to cash out 
public shareholders at prices substantially below the prices that these inves
tors had paid for the same shares a short time before. This raised complaints 
about unfairness. Critics argued, among other things, that such transactions 
often occurred when the pro rata asset value of these firms greatly exceeded 
the market price of their publicly traded shares. It was widely thought that, 
in these circumstances, a "cash-out" even at a premium price allowed con
trolling shareholders to capture a disproportionate share of the company's 
value.-' 

At the federal level, the SEC adopted Rule 13e-3 under the Williams 
Act, which requires a great deal of specified disclosure whenever a con
troller seeks to tender for the minority shares of its company. See Statutory 
Supplement. At the state level, courts in Delaware and elsewhere wrestled 
with the task of protecting minority shareholders without banning freeze
outs altogether. At first, in Singer v. Magnavox, 380 A.2d 969 (Del. 1977), 
the Delaware courts announced that going private transactions would 
henceforth constitute a breach of duty by a controlling shareholder unless 
the controller could demonstrate a valid business purpose for the transac
tion. This rule, however, proved unstable. By 1985, it was replaced by the 
Delaware Supreme Court's analysis in the Weinberger opinion, which we 
discussed in Chapter 8. 

Weinberger thus established the modem articu~ation of the rule .g~v
erning controlling-shareholder related-party transactions. Once a plamtiff 
alleges a freeze out transaction between a controller and a co~p~ny, the 
fiduciary controller will be deemed to have the burden of establishing that 
the transaction is fair in all respects: that is, that the pr~cess of t~e d~al a~d 
the terms of the deal are entirely fair to the corporation and its mmonty 
shareholders. 

7 4. See generally Elliott]. Weiss, The Law of Take Out Mergers: A Historical Perspective, 
56 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 624,632 0981); Arthur M. Borden, Going Private-Old Tort, New Tort or 

No Tort?. 49 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 987 (1974).. . h . en at the University of Notre Dame in 
75. For example, in a much-publicized speec . ~v 

November 197 4, SEC Commissioner A.A. Sommer said. 
· bu out all or substantially all, of their sharehold-

Daily we read of companies which are offenng ~o y h Id, and freeing the corporation of the 
h . 1 f the controlling share o ers 

ers, t us enhancmg the contro o d . deed most imaginative devices are 
"burdens" of being publicly-held. In ot_her ~stanc:~~~:e:a;he:atter. What is happening is, in my 
used to afford the small shareholders little, if any, ·on of the whole process of public 

. . disgraceful, a pervers1 
estimation, serious, unfair, and sometimes ak h . d' 'dual shareholder even more hostile 
. . . bl . ·ng to m e t e m 1vi 
financing, and a course that mev!la Y is gm h h already 1·s 't' s markets t an e · to American corporate mores and the secun 1e 

il Le t e Notre Dame Law School (Nov. I 97 4) in 
Ad · ryCounc cur , 4 A.A. Sommer, Jr., Law v1so (CCH) SO,OlO, at 84,695 (Nov. 20, 197 ). 

[1974-1975 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. 
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The Weinberger case left in its wake important undecided issues 
beyond the central question of just what constituted fair process and fair 
price in a parent-subsidiary merger. One of th~se v.:as the hallmarks of "con
trol" that trigger the deployment of the enure fairness standard. Another 
was the legal effect of interposing an independent negotiating committee 
between a board and a controlling shareholder. A third was the relationship 
between a majority-of-the-minority (MOM) shareholder vote of approval and 
a deal price negotiated by an independent board committee fully empow
ered to accept or reject a controller's proposed deat. ·t, Finally. a last subsid
iary issue was whether the entire fairness standard would apply to a two
step freeze-out transaction in which a controller employed a tendn offer to 
obtain 90 percent of outstanding shares and then resorted to D<iCL §253 to 
cash out the remaining minority shareholders. We consi<.kr the history of 
these issues in this section. 

Weinberger's forceful suggestion that it might he a good idea in freeze
out transactions to empanel a committee of independent directors to nego
tiate with the controller at arm's length gave rise to a pr.icti<..-e in fn.'.eze-out 
transactions to do just that. In that evolving practice. hoards would appoint a 
committee of independent board members who would. with the help of inde
pendent bankers and lawyer advisors, negotiate the deal. presumably saying 
no to any deal that did not offer both a fair price and the hest prin: available 
from the controller. The hope of deal planners was that wh<.·n such trans
actions were attacked in court as unfair to public shareholders. the courts 
would accord, some kind of deference to the judgment of the independent 
committees. 

Early on (1988), the Court of Chancery indicated a willingne.,., to review 
freeze-out mergers under the business judgment rule. if a hoard committee of 
independent directors was comprised of truly independent dir<.·ctors and the 
process otherwise had integrity. (See In re Trans World A /,-/t,zes Sha rebolders 
Litig., CN. A. No. 9844, 1988 WL 111271 (Del. Ch. Oct. 21. 1988)) but other 
Chancery opinions of the period held otherwise. This split in authority was 
not resolved by the Delaware Supreme Court until its 1994 opinion in Kahn 
v. Lynch Communication Systems, Inc., 638 A.2d 1110 (199·0. 

KAHN v. LYNCH COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC. 
638A.2d 1110 (DeL 1994) 

[Alc~t~l U.S.A. Corporation (Alcatel), a holding company. is an indi
rect ~ubs1diary of Compagnie Generate d'Electricite (CGE). a French cor
poration. In 1981, Alcatel acquired 30.6 percent of the common stock of 

f 76· Weinbe~er noted that a majority of the minority shareholder vote in favor of the 
reeze-out would shift the burden of proof on entire fairness to the plaintiff and soon the courtS 

he)~ a. favofrahble vote by an infonned independent committee did too This of course made the 
ma1onty o t e minority sh h ld · · · g ,, are O er vote appear superfluous See Guhan Subramanian. Ftxin 
,·reezeouts, 115 Yale L.J. 2 (2005). · · 
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Lynch Comt 
1
munication Systems, Inc. (Lynch) pursuant to a stock purchase 

agreemen. 

Hou.AND, J,: 
By the time of the merger which is contested in this action Alcatel 

owned 43.3 percent of Lynch's outstanding stock; designated fiv~ of the 
eleven members of Lynch's board of directors; two of three members of 
the ex.ecutive committee; and two of four members of the compensation 
committee. 

In the spring of 1986, Lynch determined that in order to remain com
petitive in the rapidly changing telecommunications field, it would need to 
obtain fiber optics technology to complement its existing digital electronic 
capabilities. Lynch's management identified a target company, Telco Systems, 
Inc. C'Telco"), which possessed both fiber optics and other valuable tech
nological assets. The record reflects that Telco expressed interest in being 
acquired by Lynch. Because of the supermajority voting provision, which 
Alcatel had negotiated when it first purchased its shares, in order to proceed 
with the Telco combination Lynch needed Alcatel's consent. In June 1986, 
Ellsworth F. Dertinger ("Dertinger"), Lynch's CEO and chairman of its board 
of directors, contacted Pierre Suard ("Suard"), the chairman of Alcatel's parent 
company, CGE, regarding the acquisition ofTelco by Lynch. Suard expressed 
Alcatel's opposition to Lynch's acquisition ofTelco. Instead, Alcatel proposed 
a combination of Lynch and Celwave Systems, Inc. ("Celwave"), an indirect 
subsidiary of CGE engaged in the manufacture and sale of telephone wire, 
cable and other related products. 

Alcatel's proposed combination with Celwave was presented to the 
Lynch board at a regular meeting held on August 1, 1986. Although several 
directors expressed interest in the original combination which had been pro
posed with Telco, the Alcatel representatives on Lynch's board made it clear 
that such a combination would not be considered before a Lynch/Celwave 
combination. According to the minutes of the August 1 meeting, Dertinger 
expressed his opinion that Celwave would not be of interest to Lynch if 
Celwave was not owned by Alcatel. 

At the conclusion of the meeting, the Lynch board unanimously 
adopted a resolution establishing an Independent Committee, consisting 
of Hubert L. Kertz ("Kertz"), Paul B. Wineman ("Wineman"), and Stuart 
M. Beringer ("Beringer"), to negotiate with Celwave an~ .to make reco~
mendations concerning the appropriate terms and ~o~ditions of a co~bi
nation with Celwave. on October 24, 1986, Alcatel s mvestment banking 
firm, Dillon, Read & co., Inc. ("Dillon Read") m~de ~presentation.to the 
Independent committee. Dillon Read expressed it~ views c?ncermng the 
benefits of a Celwave/Lynch combination and submitted a wntte1;1 proposal 
of an exchange ratio of 0.95 shares of Celwave per Lynch share ma stock-

for-stock merger. · 
H h I d d nt Committee's investment advisors, Thomson 

owever, t e n epen e . 
MCKin S 

. . 1 ("Thomson McKinnon") and Kidder, Peabody & Co. 
non ecunties nc. d 1 d d 

Inc. ("Kidder Peabod "), reviewed the Dillon Read proposal.an cone u e 
th h 

. Y d' t don Dillon Read's overvaluat10n of Celwave. 
at t e 0.95 ratio was pre tea e 
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Based upon this advice, the Independent Committee d~tennined that the 
exchange ratio proposed by Dillon Read was unattr.tctl\'e to Lynch. The 
Independent Committee expressed its unanimous opposition to the Celwave/ 
Lynch merger on October 31, 1986. ~ . . . 

Alcatel responded to the Independent Commtttee s action on '.'Jovember 
4, 1986, by withdrawing the Celwave proposal. Alcatel made a simultaneous 
offer to acquire the entire equity interest in Lynch. constituting the approxi
mately 57 percent of Lynch shares not owned by Alcatel. The offering price 
was $14 cash per share. 

On November 7, 1986, the Lynch board of directors revised the man
date of the Independent Committee. It authorized Kenz. \'fineman. and 
Beringer to negotiate the cash merger offer with Alcatel. At a meeting held 
that same day, the Independent Committee determined that the S 1-I per 
share offer was inadequate. The Independent's Committee·s own kgal coun
sel, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom ("Skadden Arps··>. suggested that 
the Independent Committee should review alternatives to a cash-out merger 
with Alcatel, including a "white knight" third party acquirer. a repurchase of 
Alcatel's shares, or the adoption of a shareholder rights plan. 

On November 12, 1986, Beringer, as chairman of the Independent 
Committee, contacted Michiel C. McCarty ("McCarty··> of Dillon Read, 
Alcatel's representative in the negotiations, with a counteroffer at a price of 
$17 per share. McCarty responded on behalf of Alcatel with an offer of SIS 
per share. When Beringer informed McCarty of the lndepenc.knt < :ommittee's 
view that $15 was also insufficient, Alcatel raised its off er to S I <;. 2 "i per share. 
The Independent Committee also rejected this offer. Alcttc.·I tlwn made its 
final offer of $15.50 per share. 

At the November 24, 1986 meeting of the Independent < :ommittee, 
Beringer advised its other two members that Alcatel was -read, to proceed 
with an unfriendly tender at a lower price" if the $15. 50 per sh;;n: price was 
not recommended by the Independent Committee and approved hy the Lynch 
board of directors. Beringer also told the other members of the.' Independent 
Committee that the alternatives to a cash-out merger had bet:n i1n-estigated 
but were impracticable. After meeting with its financial and kgal ad,·isors, the 
Independent Committee voted unanimously to recommend that the Lynch 
b~ard of directors approve Alcatel's $15. 50 cash per share price for a merger 
with Alcatel. The Lynch board met later that day. With Alcatel"s nominees 
abstaining, it approved the merger .... 

Alcatel held a 43.3 percent minority share of stock in Lvnch. Therefore, 
the t~e~hold_ que.stion to be answered by the Coun of Chanc~f)· was whethe~, 
despite its nunonty ownership, Alcatel exercised control over Lrnch's busi
ness affairs. Based upon the testimony and the minutes of the August l, 1986 
L!nch board meeting, the Coun of Chancery concluded that Alcatel did exer
cise control over Lynch's business decisions. 

At the August 1 meeting, Alcatel opposed the renewal of compensation 
contract~ for L~?ch's top five managers. According to Dertinger. Christian 
~ayard ( Fayard ), an Alcatel director, told the board members. "you must 
listen to us. We are 43 percent owner. You have to do what we tell you." 
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Although Beringer and Kertz, two of the independent directors favored 
renewal of the contracts, according to the minutes the third · d ' d · w· , m epen ent 
director, meman, admonished the board as follows: 

Mr. Winema1;1 pointed out that the vote on the contracts is a "watershed vote" 
and the mo~10n, due to Alcatel's "strong feelings," might not carry if taken 
now. Mr. Wmeman clarified that "you [management] might win the battle and 
lose the war." With Alcatel's opinion so clear, Mr. Wineman questioned "if 
management wants the contracts renewed under these circumstances." He 
recommended that management "think twice." Mr. Wineman declared: "I want 
to keep the management. I can't think of a better management." Mr. Kertz 
agree?, again advising consideration of the "critical" period the company is 
entermg. 

The minutes reflect that the management directors left the room after 
this statement. The remaining board members then voted not to renew the 
contracts. 

At the same meeting, Alcatel vetoed Lynch's acquisition of the target 
company, which, according to the minutes, Beringer considered "an imme
diate fit" for Lynch. Dertinger agreed with Beringer, stating that the "tar
get company is extremely important as they have the products that Lynch 
needs now." Nonetheless, Alcatel prevailed. The minutes reflect that Fayard 
advised the board: "Alcatel, with its 44% equity position, would not approve 
such an acquisition as it does not wish to be diluted from being the main 
shareholder in Lynch." From the foregoing evidence, the Vice Chancellor 
concluded: 

. Alcatel did control the Lynch board, at least with respect to the matters 
under consideration at its August 1, 1986 board meeting .... 

The record supports the Court of Chancery's underlying factual finding 
that "the non-Alcatel [independent] directors deferred to Alcatel because of 
its position as a significant stockholder and not because they decided in the 
exercise of their own business judgment that Alcatel' s position was correct." 
The record also supports the subsequent. factual finding t~at, not~ithstand
ing its 43.3 percent minority shareholder mterest, Alcatel did exercise actual 
control over Lynch by dominating its corporate affair~. . . . . 

A controlling or dominating shareholder standmg on both side~ o~ a 
transaction, as in a parent-subsidiary context, bears the burden of provmg its 
entire fairness .... 

The logical question raised by this Court's holding in Wei~berg~r was 
what type of evidence would be reliable to de~~n.strate entire fa~ess. 
That question was not only anticipated but also truttally addressed m the 
Wei· b · · Td at 709-10 n.7. This Court suggested that the result n erger oprmon . .t1 • • d · d d 
"co ld h b t' ly different if UOP had appomte an m epen ent u ave een en ire , h s· l , 
negotiating committee of its outside directors to deal wit igna at arm s 
length," because "fairness in this context can be :quated to c?nduct ~y a the
oretical, wholly independent, board of directors. Id. Accordmgly, this Court 
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stated, "a showing that the action taken was as though_ each of the contend
ing parties had in fact exerted its bargainin~ power agamst tht: <_>t_h_er at arm's 
length is strong evidence that the transacuon meets the test of fairness." Id. 
(emphasis added) . 

. . . In Weinberger, this Court recognized that it would he inconsistent 
with its holding [to abolish the business purpose requiremt:nt) to apply the 
business judgment rule in the context of an interested mt:rgt'r tr.insaction 
which, by its very nature, did not require a business purpost'. Consequently, 
[an informal vote by a majority of the minority shareholders mt'rdy shifts the 
burden of proof as to proving unfairness. - Eos.J ... 

Even where no coercion is intended, [minority) sharehokkrs rnting on 
a parent subsidiary merger might perceive that their disapproval could risk 
retaliation of some kind by the controlling stock.holder. For t'xampk. the con
trolling stock.holder might decide to stop dividend paymt:nts or to effect a 
subsequent cash out merger at a less favorable price, for which tht' remedy 
would be time consuming and costly litigation. At the \'ery kast. tht· potential 
for that perception, and its possible impact upon a sharehokkr rnte. could 
never be fully eliminated .... 

Once again, this Court holds that the exclusi\'e standard of judicial 
review in examining the propriety of an interested cash-out mnger trans
action by a controlling or dominating shareholder is entirt' fairnns .... The 
initial burden of establishing entire fairness resL'i upon tht' pan y who stands 
on both sides of the transaction .... However, an apprm·al of the trans
action by an independent committee of directors or an informed majority 
of minority shareholders shifts the burden of proof on the issue of fair
ness from the controlling or dominating shareholder to the challenging 
shareholder-plaintiff .... 

[However, t]he mere existence of an independent spt'cial committee 
does not itself shift the burden. At least two factors are required. First, the 
majority shareholder must not dictate the terms of the merger .... Second, 
the special committee must have real bargaining power that it can exercise 
with the majority shareholder on an arm's length basis .... 

[T]he performance of the Independent Committee merits careful judi
cial scrutiny to determine whether Alcatel's demonstrated pattern of domi· 
nation was effectively neutralized .... The fact that the same independent 
directo~s had submitted to Alcatel's demands on August 1. 1986 was part of 
the basis for the Court of Chancery's finding of Alcatel's domination of Lynch. 
Therefore, the Independent Committee's ability to bargain at arm's length 
with Alcatel was suspect from the outset. 

T~e Independent Committee's second assignment was to consider 
Alcatel s proposal to purchase Lynch. The Independent committee pro
ceeded _on _that task with full knowledge of Alcatel's demonstr.ited pattern 
of dommatton. The Independent Committee was also obvioush· aware of 
Alcatel's refusal to negotiate with it on the Celwave matter. · 

The Court of Chancery gave credence to the testimony of Kertz, one 
of ~he members of the Independent Committee, to the effect that he did not 
believe that $15.50 was a fair price but that he voted in favor of the merger 
because he felt there was no alternative. 
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. The Court _of Chancery also found that Kertz understood Alcatel's posi-
t10n to be that it was ready to proceed with an unfriendly tender offer at a 
lower price if Lynch did not accept the $15.50 offer, and that Kertz perceived 
this to be a threat by Alcatel. ... 

According to the Court of Chancery, the Independent Committee 
rejected three lower offers for Lynch from Alcatel and then accepted the 
$15.50 offer "after being advised that [it] was fair and after considering the 
absence of alternatives." ... 

Nevertheless, based upon the record before it, the Court of Chancery 
found that the Independent Committee had "appropriately simulated a third
party transaction, where negotiations are conducted at arm's length and there 
is no compulsion to reach an agreement." ... 

The Court of Chancery's determination ... is not supported by the 
record .... [T]he ability of the Committee effectively to negotiate at arm's 
length was compromised by Alcatel's threats to proceed with a hostile ten
der offer if the $IS.SO price was not approved by the Committee and the 
Lynch board. The fact that the Independent Committee rejected three ini
tial offers, which were well below the Independent Committee's estimated 
valuation for Lynch and were not combined with an explicit threat that 
Alcatel was "ready to proceed" with a hostile bid, cannot alter the con
clusion that any semblance of arm's length bargaining ended when the 
Independent Committee surrendered to the ultimatum that accompanied 
Alcatel's final offer. 

Accordingly, the judgment of the Court of Chancery is reversed. This 
matter is remanded for further proceedings consistent herewith, including a 
redetennination of the entire fairness of the cash-out merger to Kahn and the 
other Lynch minority shareholders with the burden of proof remaining on 
Alcatel, the dominant and interested shareholder. 

QUFSTION ON KAHN v. LYNCH COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Did the court correctly decide that Alcatel breached its duty of fair dealing 
with the corporation and its public shareholders? Why can't Alcatel _be _a 
tough bargainer? If Alcatel had simply extended a_ tender offer at the pnce it 
was interested in paying, would it have breached its duty? 

NOTE ON LIABILITY OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS IN 
CONTROLLER BUYOUT TRANSACTIONS 

Wi · b · d th t controller owes a duty of entire fairness to em erger reiterate a a . 
· · h h Id h ·t engineers a cash-out or freeze-out transaction. 

mmonty s are o ers w en i f . ess of such a transac-
It also suggested that a controller can enhance the rum , . d 
tion b a reein to ne otiate with a committee of the company s m epen-

~ g g . g ith re resenting the interests of the company 
dent_directors that is charged w P. al f course is that a simulation 
and its minority shareholders. The ration e, 0 

' 
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of arms length bargaining should go part of the way toward pr<n-iding the 
protections that one naturally expects in arms l~ngth b~rgaining between a 
target company and a third-party acquirer. But neither lf elnberger nor Kahn 
v. Lyncb address the question of what lia_bility rul~s _apply. to those direc
tors who serve on a committee charged with negouaung with a controlling 
shareholder. 

The members of such an independent committee are in a rough spot 
if they believe that the controller will stand firm on an unfairly low price. 
If the controller's proposed deal price offers a premium to minority share
holders relative to the pre-offer market price - but still below the fair 
value of minority shares- they might agree to the controlkr·s price out 
of fear that the controller will otherwise pull its offer emirely. Before or 
after the deal closes, shareholders might allege that the rt.·commendation 
of the independent committee was .. coerced" and that the committee 
itself was dominated by the controller. The defendams in such an action 
would include the controller, of course, but they would also include the 
directors on the independent committee. Since these <lirn:tors were free 
of conflicts and presumably recommended the controlkr·s offl'r in good 
faith, the only plausible liability theory is a duty of care claim. i.l' .. gross 
negligence, recklessness, etc. Since virtually all t.:.S. public corporations 
now include an "exculpatory clause" under DGCL § 102(h>C > in thl'ir char
ters, it might seem that claims against independent directors slwuld be dis
missed even if the complaint against the controlling shan:hol<ll'r survives 
a motion to dismiss. 

This is, in fact, the law today. But the evolution of doctrinl' has not always 
been linear. Two Delaware Supreme Court decisions in 200 I addressed this 
issue in different contexts. In Malptede v. Townson.- the court hdd that in 
an acquisition not involving a controlling shareholder a § I02<h>(-) waiver 
would lead to pretrial dismissal of suit against outside directors ahsl'nt claims 
of duty of loyalty breaches. On the other hand, the coun in Fmenlld Part11ers 
v. Berlin,78 held that in the freeze-out context, where entire fairness is the 
standard of judicial review, a charter waiver of damages undl'r § 102(b)(7) 
c~uld not be the basis of a pretrial dismissal of suits against outsi<ll' directors. 79 

Given that the typical claim in a freeze-out is that the controller ,·iolated the 
duty of loyalty one might understandably be uncomfonable with dismissing 
claims against directors appointed by that controller. Nonethekss. this Jed 
to t~e so~ewhat unsatisfying outcome that pretrial dismissal of suits against 
outside directors depended on whether the challenged deal was a freeze
ou~ rather_ than on whether the plaintiff plead a non-exculpahle violation. 
This remamed the law until 2015, when another Supreme Court decision, 

77. 780 A.2d 1075 (Del. 2001). 
78. 787 A.2d 85 (Del. 2001). 

d 
79·. ~e court stated "when entire fairness is the applicable standard of judicial review, 

a etenmnat10n that the direct d & da · . d ages or e,en nts are exculpated from paving monetaf) am 
can be made only after the bas15· fo th . . . . · ma!Y 
· d l " 7 r eir liability has been decided [at trial or on sum JU gment . 87 A.2d at 94. 
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In re Cornerstone Tberapeuttcs Inc Sbarebo,Aerltti t· 80 h ld h . . "'' ga ton, e t at even 
though a controlled gomg-pnvate transaction was b' t t · " · . , su Jee o entire 1airness 
review, th~ company s §1?2<;b)(7) ~~iver in its charter would require inde-
pendent ~irectors to remam m the litigation only if plaintiffs could plausibl 
plead their non-exculpated violation of the duty of loyalty. y 

12.8.2 The "Proceduralization" of Going-Private 
Transactions 

Until roughly 2000, almost all freeze-out transactions of Delaware cor
porations took the form of one-step cash-out mergers and faced the prospect 
of entire fairness judicial review. These were, after all, extreme related-party 
transactions that eliminated minority shareholder interests entirely. After 
Weinberger, the most that controllers could do to insulate freeze-outs from 
challenges by minority shareholders was to condition their deals on negotiated 
outcomes with committees of independent directors or on the outcomes of 
MOM shareholder votes. However, an influential case in 2001, In re Siliconix 
Incmporated Shareholder Litigation, C.A. No. 18700, 2001 WL 716787 
(Del. Ch. June 19, 2001),81 held that controlling shareholder tender offers to 
minority shareholders were not subject to entire fairness review (because they 
are direct offers to shareholders without relying on the board or other corpo
rate organ to approve). Enterprising deal lawyers soon used this holding to 
fashion a novel transactional model for going-private transactions. A controller 
might first make a tender offer for minority shares and subsequently cash out 
the remaining minority shareholders at the tender offer price. This was not 
novel in a fundamental conceptual way. After all, the Timber Jack transaction 
desciibed earlier in this chapter shows that two-step acquisitions had already 
been a common deal practice for decades. Rather, the novelty lay in the way 
that the two-step templet cabined the risk of unfavorable judicial review. The 
controller's first-step tender offer did not face entire fairness review. As for the 
second-step merger, a strong shareholder response to the price offered in the 
first step tended to suggest that the price was likely to be viewed as fair. Still 
more important, a controller who held more than 90 percent of her company's 
shares after a first-step tender offer could execute the second step as a short
form merger under DGCL §253. A contemporaneous Chancery Court deci
sion had held that §253 short-form mergers were not subject to entire fairness 
review.82 Thus the bottom line during this period was that there were two 
templets for g~ing-private transactions. Under the one~tier, so-called "Lyn~h" 
templet, entire fairness review was unavoidable, while ~nder the two-t~er 
"Siliconix" templet, a cash-out of minority shareholders might proceed with 
little more than business judgment review. 

80. 115A.3d1173(Del.2015). . C p 672A2d35(De11996) 
81 s l s l p the Communications or ., · · · 

. ee a so o omon v. a ration 793 A.2d 329 (Del. Ch. 2000). Its holding 
. 82. In re Unocal Exploration Corpo ' d other than appraisal in DGCL §253 
is more accurately described as precludmg any reme Y 
mergers. 
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These data raise policy questions .... 
Solomon II, Siliconix, and Pure Resources rely primarily on market 

forces, impose few procedural protections, and limit judicial review. All else 
equal, this approach should lead to more transactions and lower premiums. 
Lynch de-emphasizes market forces, encourages procedural protections, and 
relies heavily on judicial review. All else equal, this approach should lead to 
fewer transactions and higher premiums. Prominent commentators have sug
gested that Siliconix and Pure Resources may be too lenient towards control
lers and under-protective of minority stockholders, while Lynch may be too 
strict and overprotective. They recommend a regime that applies the business 
judgment rule to a transaction that mimics third party transactional approvals, 
while allowing controllers the flexibility to employ fewer protections at the 
cost of some level of fairness review .... Only the Supreme Court can determine 
definitively whether different policies, duties, and standards should govern uni
lateral two-step freeze-outs. 

Because the appropriate standard of review for unilateral two-step freeze
out presents a question of first impression for the Delaware Supreme Court 
and implicates fundamental issues of Delaware public policy, certification is 
appropriate. 

In re CNX Gas Corp., C.A. No. 5377-VCL, 2010 WL 2705147 at *11-*12 (Del. 
Ch. July 5, 2010). 

The Delaware Supreme Court denied the appeal on the grounds that the 
issues r.tised in the case should be addressed after the entry of a final judg
ment. In re CNX Gas Corp., 30 A. 3d 782 (Del. 2010). 

12.8.3 The Other Shoe Drops: One-Step 
Freeze-Out Mergers 

In re CNX Gas Corp. seemed to give a clear roadmap to business 
judgment review for two-step freeze-out transactions, eve1:1 though the 
the Delaware Supreme court's reluctance to grant an. m~erlocutory 
appeal on the matter might also be seen to suggest contmumg uneas1-

k th t CNX implied Another matter ness about the procedural ma eover a . ·. . 
t ·ct th t C'NX did not resolve the doctrmal mcongrmty that o cons1 er was a . . t tep freeze 
controllers could obtain business judgment re;~eewt~: c:~:cellor, Le~ 
out but not the one-step freeze-out merger. 
Strine, who earlier had been the first judge to floaat t s:iri:aA:s~ J~~~g: 
b · · d · in freeze-out mergers, w usmess JU gment review . .1 ble to controllers in a 
to rule that business judgment revi:wM~ :;:~:holders Litig., 67 A.3d 
one-step freeze-out merger. See In r Court heard this case on 
496 (Del. Ch. 2013). The Delaware Supi:e~~ to be Chief Justice of the 
appeal shortly after Strine had been appflomtethat Court's en bane deci-
S Th · ion below re ec s ~preme Court. e opm 's decision below. our reading of this 
s1on to affirm the Chancery Cou~ . !though there is no doubt that 
opinion also reflects a note of hesit~tton~:at the opinion affirms is now 
the road to business judgment review 
firmly established Delaware law. 
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KAHN v. M&F WORIDWIDE CORP. ET AL. 
88A.3d 635 (DeL 2014) 

Holl.AND, J. for the Court en bane: 
This is an appeal from a final judgment entered by the Court of Chancery 

in a proceeding that arises from a 2011 acquisition by .\tacAndrc:ws & Forbes 
Holdings, Inc. ("M & F" or "MacAndrews & Forbes")-a -1.i"o stockholder in 
M & F Worldwide Corp. ("MFW")- of the remaining common stock of MFW 
(the "Merger") [at a price of $25 per share). From the outSt't . .\1 & Fs proposal 
to take MFW private was made contingent upon two stockhokkr-protective 
procedural conditions. First, M & F required the Merger to he: negotiated 
and approved by a special committee of independent .\IF\\' directors (the 
"Special Committee"). Second, M & F required that the .\krger he: approved 
by a majority of stockholders unaffiliated with M & F. 1l1e .\krgc:r dosed in 
December 2011, after it was approved by a vote of 65.4";, of .\1F\\ .. s minority 
stockholders. 

[After expedited discovery, shareholder-plaintiffs' withdrew a motion 
for a preliminary injunction and after following funlu:r <liscovay. defendants 
moved for summary judgment, which was granted.) 

CoURT OF UIANCERY DECJSIO!li 

The Court of Chancery found that the case presented a .. n< in·l question 
of law"; specifically, "what standard of review should apply to a going private 
merger conditioned upfront by the controlling stockholdc:r on approval by 
both a properly empowered, independent committee and an inf< mned. unco
erced majority-of-the-minority vote." ... 

The Court of Chancery held that, rather than entire fairness. the: husiness 
judgment standard of review should apply "if, but only if: ( i > the control
ler conditions the transaction on the approval of both a Special < :ommittee 
and a majority of the minority stockholders; (ii) the Special < :ommittee is 
independent; (iii) the Special Committee is empowered to freely select its 
own advisors and to say no definitively; (iv) the Special committc:e acts with 
care; (v) the minority vote is informed; and (vi) there is no coercion of the 
minority." 

[It] found that those prerequisites were satisfied and that the Appellants 
had failed to raise any genuine issue of material fact indicating the contrary. 
The court then reviewed the Merger under the business judgment standard 
and granted summary judgment for the Defendants. 

APi>Eu.ANrs' ARGUMENTS 

The Appellants raise two main arguments on this appeal. First. they co_n· 
tend that the _Court of Chancery erred in concluding that no material d1s
put_ed facts existed regarding the conditions precedent to business judgm~nt 
review. The Appellants submit that the record contains evidence showmg 
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that the Special Committee was not disinterested and · d d , . m epen ent, was not 
full) empowered, and was not effective. [Notice that the co rt f Ch 
d.d t · 1 d " « . ,, u o ancery 

1 n<! me u e e1.1ect1ve as a prerequisite for application of BJR. _ Eos.] ... 
Second, t~e Ap~ellants submit that the Court of Chancery erred, as a 

matte~ of law, m holdmg that the business judgment standard applies to con
trollet freeze-out mergers where the controller's proposal is conditioned on 
both Speci~l Committee approval and a favorable majority-of-the-minority 
vot~. Ev~n if both procedura! protections are adopted, the Appellants argue, 
enttre fairness should be retamed as the applicable standard of review. 

FACTS 

MFW is a holding company incorporated in Delaware. Before the 
Merger ... MFW was 43.4% owned by MacAndrews & Forbes, which in tum 
is entirely owned by Ronald 0. Perelman. MFW had four business segments. 
Three were owned through a holding company, Harland Clarke Holding 
Corporation ("HCHC"). ... 

The MFW board had thirteen members. They were: Ronald Perelman, 
Barry Schwartz, William Bevins, Bruce Slovin, Charles Dawson, Stephen Taub, 
John Keane, Theo Folz, Philip Beekman, Martha Byorum, Viet Dinh, Paul 
Meister, and Carl Webb. Perelman, Schwartz, and Bevins were officers of both 
MFW and MacAndrews & Forbes. Perelman was the Chairman of MFW and 
the < :hairman and CEO of MacAndrews & Forbes; Schwartz was the President 
and CEO of MFW and the Vice Chairman and Chief Administrative Officer of 
MacAndrews & Forbes; and Bevins was a Vice President at MacAndrews & 
Forhes. 

THE TAKING MFW PruvATE PROPOSAL 

In May 2011, Perelman began to explore the possibility of taking MFW 
private. At that time, MFW's stock price traded in the $20 to $24 per share 
range. MacAndrews & Forbes engaged a bank, Moelis & Company, to advise 
it. After preparing valuations based on projections that had been supplied to 
lenders by MFW in April and May 2011, Moelis valued MFW at between $10 
and $32 a share. 

OnJune 10, 2011, MFW'ssharesclosedon theNewYorkStockExchange 
at $16.96. The next business day, June 13, 2011, Schwartz sent a letter pro
posal ("Proposal") to the MFW board to buy the remaining MFW shares for 
$24 in cash. The Proposal stated, in relevant part: 

· ld b b" t to the approval of the Board of The proposed transaction wou e su iec . . . 
D. [" MFW] and the negotiatton and execut10n of irectors of the Company i.e., . . 
mutuall acce table definitive transaction documents. I~ is our. expectat10n 
h y p . ·u appoint a special committee of mdependent 

t at the Board of Directors Wt k mendation to the Board of 
d · 'd proposal and ma e a recom i.rectors to con~i er our . h he transaction unless it is approved 
Directors. We will not move forward wit t 
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by such a special committee. In addition, the transacti~n ~\·ill l~t: subject to a 
non-waivable condition requiring the approval of a ma1onty of tht: shares of 
the Company not owned by M & For its affiliates .... [Emphasis hy Supreme 
Court.] 

... In considering this proposal, you should know that in our capacity as 
a stockholder of the Company we are interested onJy in acquiring tht· shares of 
the Company not already owned by us and that in such capacity wt: h:l\'e no 
interest in selling any of the shares owned by us in tht" Company nor would 
we expect, in our capacity as a stockholder, to vote in favor of any alternative 
sale, merger or similar transaction involving the Company. If tht: spt:cial com
mittee does not recommend or the public stockho!dt"rs of tht" Company do 
not approve the proposed transaction, such determination would not advt:rsely 
affect our future relationship with the Company and we would intt·nd to rt:main 
as a long-term stockholder .... 

In connection with this proposal, we have engaged ~todis & Company as 
our .financial advisor and Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom I.LP as our legal 
advisor, and we encourage the special committee to ft"t:1in its own kgal and 
.financial advisors to assist it in its review. 

MacAndrews & Forbes filed this letter with the l'..S. Securitin and Exchange 
Commission ("SEC") and issued a press release disclosing suhsuntially the 
same information. 

THE SPEOAL C.0MMITl1!E Is FOR\fF.D 

The MFW board met the following day to consider the 
Proposal ... Schwartz presented the offer on behalf of Mac Andrews & Forbes. 
Subsequently, Schwartz and Bevins recused themselves from the meeting, as 
did Dawson, the CEO of HCHC, who had previously expressnl support for 
the proposed offer. 

The independent directors then invited counsel from \'\°illkie Farr & 
Gallagher-a law firm that had recently represented a Spt.·cial Committee 
of MFW's independent directors in a potential acquisition of a subsidiary of 
MacAndrews & Forbes-to join the meeting. The independent directors 
decided to form the Special Committee, and resolved further that: 

[T]he Special Committee is empowered to: (i) make such investigation of the 
Proposal as the Special Committee deems appropriate; (ii) evaluate the terms 
?f the Proposa_I; (iii) negotiate with Holdings [i.e., MacAndrews & Forbes] and 
tts re~~esentat1ves any element of the Proposal; (iv) negotiate the terms of any 
de.finitt!e agreement With respect to the Proposal (it being understood that the 
execution ~hereof shall be subject to the approval of the Board); (v) report to 
~he Bo_ard its recommendations and conclusions with respect to the Proposal, 
m~ludm~ a determination and recommendation as to whether the Proposal is 
fair ~d m th~ best ~terests of the stockholders of the Company other than 
H?ldmgs and its affiliates and should be approved by the Board; and (vi) deter
mme to elect not to pursue the Proposal .... [Emphasis by Court.] [T]he Board 
shall not_ approve the Proposal without a prior favorable recommendation of 
the Special Committee .... 
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... [T]he Special Committee [is] em ower . 
counsel, a financial advisor and such thp ed to retain and employ legal 
shall deem necessary or desirable . 0 er. agen~s as the Special Committee 

m connect10n with these matters. . . . 

The Special Committee consisted of B orum ff . . 
Slovin 'llld w ebb The£ 11 . da . Y , inh, Meister (the chair), 
the M~ board had de~e o~m~ i{' Shlovmre.cusedhimselfbecause, although 

nrune t at e qualified as an independent director 
under the mles of the New York Stock Exchang h h d " · ·l · , h . e, e a some current rela-
t10n~ ups t at could raise questions about his inde endence for 
servmg on the Special Committee." P purposes of 

, .. [~h~ special ~ommittee retained independent bankers and lawyers to 
advise it and negotiated a transaction with MacAndrews & Forbes. After trying 
to _get the $24 offer up to $30 and failing, the committee agreed to the $25 
pnce. ~hat deal was then presented to the public shareholders and approved. 
The smt followed promptly.] 

ANALYSIS 

WHAT SHoUID BE THE REvmw STANDARD? 

. Where a transaction involving self-dealing by a controlling stockholder 
is challenged, ... the defendants bear the ultimate burden of proving that the 
transaction with the controlling stockholder was entirely fair to the minority 
stockholders. In Kahn v. Lynch Communication Systems, Inc. however, this 
Court held that in "entire fairness" cases, the defendants may shift the bur
den of persuasion to the plaintiff if either (1) they show that the transaction 
was approved by a well-functioning committee of independent directors; or 
(2) they show that the transaction was approved by an informed vote of a 
majority of the minority stockholders. 

This appeal presents a question of first impression: What should be the 
standard of review for a merger between a controlling stockholder and its 
subsidiary, where the merger is conditioned ab initio upon the approval of 
both an independent, adequately-empowered Special Committee that ful
fills its duty of care, and the uncoerced, informed vote of a majority of the 
minority stockholders. The question has never been put directly to this Court . 

. . . Lynch did not involve a merger conditioned by the controlling stock
holder on both procedural protections. The Appellants submit, nonetheless, 
that statements in Lynch and its progeny could be (and were) read to suggest 
that even if both procedural protections were used, the standard of review 
would remain entire fairness. However, in Lynch and the other cases that 
Appellants cited Southern Peru and Kahn v. Tremont, the controller did 
not give up its ;oting power by agreeing to a non-waivable majority-of-th~
minority condition. That is the vital distinction between those cases and this 
one. The question is what the legal consequence of that distinction should be 

in these circumstances. 
The Court of Chancery held that the consequ~nce ~hould be that t~e 

business judgment standard of review will govern gomg pnvate mergers with 
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a controlling stockholder that are conditioned a? ini_tio u~n ( l > the approval 
of an independent and fully-empowei:ed Special Committee th.at .fullills its 
duty of care and (2) the uncoerced, informed vote of the n1a1onty of the 
minority stockholders. 

The Court of Chancery [stated]: 

By giving controlling stockholders the opportunity to ha\'e a .going !)riYate trans
action reviewed under the business judgment ruk, a strong 111<.Tlll1\-e 1s created 
to give minority stockholders much broader access to the transactional struc
ture that is most likely to effectively protect their interests .... Tl~ll structure, 
it is important to note, is critically different than a structure that w,es only one 
of the procedural protections. The "or" structure does not replicate the pro
tections of a third-party merger under the DGCL appro\'al pron·ss. because it 
only requires that one, and not both, of the statutory requiremn1ts of director 
and stockholder approval be accomplished by impanial decision-makers. The 
"both" structure, by contrast, replicates the arm's length merger stt:ps of the 
DGCL by "requir[ing] two independent approvals. which it is fair to say serve 
independent integrity-enforcing functions." 

Before the Court of Chancery, the Appellants acknowkdgcd that "this 
transactional structure is the optimal one for minority sharehokkrs ... Before 
us, however, they argue that neither procedural protenion i-. adequate to 
protect minority stockholders, because "possible ineptitmk and timidity of 
directors" may undermine the special committee prote(.·tion. and hecause 
majority-of-the-minority votes may be unduly influenced hy arhi t rageurs that 
have an institutional bias to approve virtually any transaction that offers a 
market premium, however insubstantial it may be. Therefore. the Appellants 
claim, these protections, even when combined. are not sufficient to justify 
"abandon[ing]" the entire fairness standard of review . 

. . . [T]he Appellants' assertions regarding the MFW din.·ctors' inability 
to discharge their duties are not supponed either by the record or hy well
established principles of Delaware law. As the Coun of Chan<.Tr, correctly 
observed: · 

Although it is possible that there are independent directors who h;l\"e little 
regard for their duties or for being perceived by their company·s swckhold
ers ~and the _larger network of institutional investors) as being effecti,·e at pro
tecting p~blic stockholders, the court thinks they are likely to he exceptional, 
and certainly our Supreme Court's jurisprudence does not embrace: such a 
skeptical view. 

Regarding the majority-of-the-minority vote procedural protection, as t?e 
Coun of Chanc_ery noted, "plaintiffs themselves do not argue that minonty 
stockholders will vote against a going private transaction because of fear of 
retribution." Instead, as the Court of Chancery summarized. the Appellants' 
argued as follows: · 

[Plaintiffs] just believe that most investors like a premium and will tend to vote 
for a deal that. delivers one and that many long-term investors will sell out when 
they can obtain most of the premium without waiting for the ultimate rnte. But 
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that argument is not one that suggests that the vot· d · · · l . . .. · . . mg ec1s1on 1s not vo untary, 
it 1s simp~y an editon~l a?out the motives of investors and does not contradict 
the premise that a maJonty-of-the-minority condi"ti·on g·v · · · . 1 es mmonty mvestors a 
tree and voluntary opportunity to decide what is fair for themselves. 

BUSINESS JUDGMENT REvmw STANDARD ADOPTED 

We hold that business judgment is the standard of review that should 
govern mergers between a controlling stockholder and its corporate subsidi
~ry, where the merger is conditioned ab initio upon both the approval of an 
mdependent, adequately-empowered Special Committee that fulfills its duty 
of care; and the uncoerced, informed vote of a majority of the minority stock
holders. We so conclude for several reasons. 

First, entire fairness is the highest standard of review in corporate law. 
It is applied in the controller merger context as a substitute for the dual stat
utory protections of disinterested board and stockholder approval, because 
both protections are potentially undermined by the influence of the control
ler. However, as this case establishes, that undermining influence does not 
exist in every controlled merger setting, regardless of the circumstances. The 
simultaneous deployment of the procedural protections employed here create 
a countervailing, offsetting influence of equal- if not greater- force. That is, 
where the controller irrevocably and publicly disables itself from using its 
control to dictate the outcome of the negotiations and the shareholder vote, 
the controlled merger then acquires the shareholder-protective characteris
tics of third-party, arm's length mergers, which are reviewed under the busi
ness judgment standard. 

Second, the dual procedural protection merger structure optimally 
protects the minority stockholders in controller buyouts. As the Court of 
Chancery explained: 

[W]hen these two protections are established up-front, a potent tool to extract 
good value for the minority is established. From inception, the controlling 
stockholder knows that it cannot bypass the special committee's ability to say 
no. And, the controlling stockholder knows it cannot dangle a majority-of-the
minority vote before the special committee late in the process as a deal-closer 
rather than having to make a price move. 

Third, . . . applying the business judgment standard t~ ~he dual protec
tion merger structure: ... is consistent with the_ centr~l tra~t1on of Dela~are 
law which defers to the informed decisions of 1IDpart1al directors, especially 
wh~n those decisions have been approved by the disinterested stoc~old
ers O fi 11 ·-" t· and without coercion. Not only that, the adoption of n 1 11uorma 10n . ill "d 
this 1 ill b f b fit to minority stockholders because 1t w prov1 e a n1 e w e o ene d . . · h 
str · · " tr lling stockholders to accor mmonty mvestors t e 

ong mcenuve 1or con o . ill rovide them the 
transactional structure that respected scholars believe w P . 
best protection, a structure where stockholders get the bene~ts of mdepen
dent, empowered negotiating agents to bargain for the best pnce and say no 
if th . h d 1 . not advisable for any proper reason, plus the 

e agents believe t e ea 1s 
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critical ability to detemtine for themselves whether to ~ccept any deal that 
their negotiating agents recommend to them. A transacuonal structure with 
both these protections is fundamentally different from one with only one pro
tection. [Emphasis by court.] 

Fourth, the underlying purposes of the dual protection merger stmcture 
utilized here and the entire fairness standard of review both co11\'erge and are 
fulfilled at the same critical point: price. Following Wef11be1:~er t·. COP, Inc., 
this Court has consistently held that, although entire fairness re\'iew com
prises the dual components of fair dealing and fair price. in a non-fraudulent 
transaction "price may be the preponderant consider.ttion outweighing other 
features of the merger." The dual protection merger strncture requires two 
price-related pretrial determinations: first, that a fair price was achieved by 
an empowered, independent committee that acted with care: 1' and. second, 
that a fully-informed, uncoerced majority of the minority stockholders voted 
in favor of the price that was recommended by the independent committee. 

THE Nmv STANDARD SuMMARI7.F.D 

To summarize our holding, in controller buyouts. the hw,im·ss judgment 
standard of review will be applied if and only if: (i) the controlkr conditions 
the procession of the transaction on the approval of both a Spt:cial < :ommittee 
and a majority of the minority stockholders; (ii) the Special Committee is inde
pendent; (iii) the Special Committee is empowered to freely sekct its own 
advisors and to say no definitively; (iv) the Special Committn· meets its duty 
of care in negotiating a fair price; (v) the vote of the minoritY is informed; and 
(vi) there is no coercion of the minority.1• · 

If a plaintiff that can plead a reasonably conceivahk set of facts show
ing that any or all of those enumerated conditions did not exist. that com
plaint would state a claim for relief that would entitle the plaintiff to proceed 
and conduct discovery. If, after discovery, triable issues of fact remain about 

. 13. In ~merlcas Mining, for example, it was not possible to make a pretrial determina-
tton that the mdependent committee had negotiated a fair price. After an entire fairness trial. 
the Court of Chancery held that the price was not fair. See Ams. Jlining CmtJ. ,. n1eriault, 51 
A.3d 1213, 1241-44 (Del. 2012). 

. . 14· The V~rified Consolidated Class Action Complaint would ha\·e Sll!Ti,·ed a motion 10 

distn1ss under th~s new sta?dard. First, the complaint alleged that Perelman·~ offer ·,·alue[d] 
the c?mpany at Just fo~ runes" MFW's profits per share and • fi\'e times 20 IO pre-tax _cash 
flow, and that these rat10s were "well below" those calculated for recent similar transacuons. 
Second, .the c~mplaint alleged that the final Merger price was two dollars ;er share lower ~han 
the a:a~g pnce only about two months earlier. Third, the complaint alleged particuJanzed 
facts mdicatmg that MFW's share price was depressed at the times of Perelman·s offer and the 
Merger announceme?t due to short-term factors such as MFW's acquisition of other entities 
an~ Standard & Poor s downgrading of the United States' creditworthiness. Fourth. the com
~lam~ alleged that commentators viewed both Perelman's initial S24 per share offer and the 
c~~ 2~/er sh~ Me~er price as being surprisingly low. These allegations about the suffi
there1 n!; ~nc~ call. mto question the adequacy of the Special Committee·s negotiation~, 

. yd ss1tating d1SCovery on all of the new prerequisites to the application of the busi-
ness JU gment rule. 
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wl~ether ei_ther or both of t~e dual procedural protections were established, 
or if established were effective, the case will proceed to a trial in which the 
court will conduct an entire fairness review. 

This approach is consistent with Weinberger, Lynch, and their progeny. 
A controller ~hat employs ~d/or establishes only one of these dual proce
dural protections would contmue to receive burden-shifting within the entire 
fairness standard of review framework. Stated differently, unless both proce
dural protections for the minority stockholders are established prior to trial, 
the ultimate judicial scrutiny of controller buyouts will continue to be the 
entire fairness standard of review. 

Having articulated the circumstances that will enable a controlled 
merger to be reviewed under the business judgment standard, we next 
address whether those circumstances have been established as a matter of 
undisputed fact and law in this case. 

[The Court then affirms the Court of Chancery opinion that no issue 
of material fact had been raised by the plaintiffs on the motion for summary 
judgment respecting the independence and disinterestedness of the members 
of the special committee, its due empowerment, or its due care in proceeding 
to approve the merger. The Supreme Court then affirmed the Chancellor's 
determination that disclosure was full and fair and that the shareholders were 
not coerced .... 

Born PROCEDURAL PRoTEcnONS EsTABUSHED 

Based on a highly extensive record, the Court of Chancery con
cluded that the procedural protections upon which the Merger w_as 
conditioned - approval by an independe~t . and emp,ow~red. Special 
Committee and by an uncoerced, informed maionty of~ s ~nonty stock
holders- had both been undisputedly established pnor to tnal. We agree 
and conclude the Defendants' motion for summary judgment was properly 
granted on all of those issues. 

BUSINESS JUDGMENT REvmw PROPERLY Al'PuED 

we have determined that the business judgment rule standard of rev~ew 
applies to this controlling stockholder buyout. Under that ~tandard, the clatms 
against the Defendants must be dismissed unless no rational person could 
have believed that the merger was favorable to MFW's minority stockholde:s. 
I h · . b dibly argued (let alone concluded) that no ratio-
n t 1s case, it cannot e ere MFW' minority stockholders 

nal person would find the Merger favorable to s · 

CONCLUSION 

th . dgment of the Court of Chancery is 
For the above-stated reasons, e JU 

affirmed. 


